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j REPORT 
l No.2553. 
WAR CLAIMS OF CALIFORNIA, OREGON, AND NEVADA. 
JUNE 25, 1890.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the state of the 
Union and ordered to he printed. 
Mr. STONE, of Kentucky, from the Oommittee on War Claim~, sub-
mitted the following 
['fo accompany H. R. 7 430.] 
The Committee on War Claims, to whom was referred the bill (H. R. 
7480) t.o reimburse the States of Ualifornia, Oregon, and Nevada for 
moneys by them expendell in the suppression of the rebellion, report 
as follows: 
The facts out of which this bill for relief arises will be found stated 
in Senate Heport No. 644, from the Committee on Military Affairs of the 
_present Congress, which report is hereto annexed and made part of this 
report. Your committee adopt the said report as their own, and report 
back the bill (H. R. 7430) with an amendment, to wit: Strike out lines 
8 to 18, inclusive, and in lieu thereof insert as follows, to wit: 
To tbe State oi California, the sum of two million four hundred and fifty-one 
thousand three hundred and sixty-nine dollars and fifty-six cents. 
'l'o the State of Oregon, tl1e sum of two hundred and twenty-four thousand five 
lnmdred and twenty-six dollars and fifty-three cents. 
To the State of Nevada, the snm of four hundred and four thousand forty dollars 
and seventy cents, being the sums of money shown by the reports of the Secretary of 
War to have been paid by said States in the suppression of the rebellion. 
When so amended, your committee recommend the passage of said 
bill. 
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Senate Report No. 644, Fifty-first Congress, first session. 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES. 
APRIL 10, 1890.-0rdered to be printed. 
Mr. STEWART, from the Committee on Military Affairs, submitted the 
following 
REPORT: 
[To accompany S. 2416.] 
The Committee on :Military Affairs, to whom wa~ referred the bill 
(S. 2416) to re-imburse the States of California, Oregon, ·and Nevada 
for moneys by them expended in the suppression of the rebellion, hav-
ing duly considered t.lle same, respectfully report as follows: 
The lal·ger portions of the claims of these States are for extra pay 
and bounty paid by them during the war of the rebellion. 
The circumstances under which the expenditures provided for in this 
bill were made by these States being exceptional, and their re-imburse-
ment not being provided for by any existing law, general or special, 
prior to June 27, 1882, Senator Grover, of Oregon, on December 12, 1881, 
introduced Senate joint resolution No. 10, and Senator Fair, of Nevada, 
on December 13, 1881, introduced Senate joint resolution No. 13, pro-
viding for the equitable adjustment of these State war claims of Ore-
gon and Nevada, which resolutions were referred to the Senate Com-
mittee on Military Affairs. 
That committee, instead of reporting back said joint resolutions, re-
ported back, lVIay 12, 1882, in lieu thereof a substitute in the form of a 
bill to wit: S. 1673, Forty-seventh Congress, first session, providing for 
the payment of certain war claims, to wit, those only of Texas, Oregon, 
aml Nevada, and of the Territories of Idaho and Washington, aml which 
bill, ~fter having been amended in the Senate so as to include the State 
war claims of Colorado, Nebraska, and Ualifornia, and amended in tl:le 
House so as to include the State war claims of Kansas, finally resulted 
in the passage of the act approved June 27, 1882. (22 U.S. Stats., 111.) 
It was then no doubt the intention of Congress to equitably provide 
for the re-imbursement of all moneys which California, Oregon, and 
Nevada, and Nevada when a Territory, had actually expended during 
the war of the rebellion, on account of the several matters recited in B. 
bill 3420, Fiftieth Congl'ess, first session. This bill (8. 167R, Forty-
seventh Congress, first session) was accompanied by a report (S. No. 
575, Forty-seventh Congress, fi.rst session) made by Senator Grover 
May 12, 1882, from which the following is quoted; and which renders 
said intention of Congress quite evident. 
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OREGON. 
It appears by the report of the Adjutant-General U. S. Army, of April 3, 1882, that 
one regiment of calvary, one regiment of infantry, and one indop'"1dent company of 
cavall'y were raised in tho State of Oregon during the late war of tho rebellion, and 
that the expenses incident thereto have never been re-imbursetl said State lly the 
United States: and that tho claims therefor llave never been heretofore presented by 
said State for audit and payment. by the United States, as per report of the Secretary 
of War of Aprill5, 18l::>~, and of tho Third Auditor of the Treasury of April 8, 18..'32. 
Under section :~48!) of the Revised Statutes, tho claim for expenditures so incurred by 
said State can not. now be presented for audit and payment without legislation by 
Congress. In addition thereto tlloro are some unadjusted claims of said State grow-
ing out of the Bannock and Umatilla Indian host.ilities therein in 1877 and 1878, evi-
denced hy a communication of the Secretary of \Var of date last aforesaid, and some 
unadjusted balances pert.aining to the Modoc war, not presented for audit to General 
James A. Hardie, a!lpro.ximating the sum of $5,000. 
NEVADA. 
It appears by the report of the A{1jutant-General, U.S. Army, of February 25, 1882, 
that one regiment of cavalry and one battalion of infantry were raised in the late 
Territory of Nevada during the late war of the rebollion, and that the expenses of 
raising, organizing, and placing in tho field said forces were never paid by said Ter-
ritory, Lut. were assumed and pa.id l)y the State ofNevacla, and thnt. uone of said ex-
penses RO incurred by said Territory, and assumed and paid uy said State, have ever 
been re-imbursed the State of Nevada by tho United Htates, and that no claims tllere-
for have ever been heretofore presented by either said Territory or said State for audit 
and payment by tho United States. Under section 341:39 of tho Revised Statutes, here-
inbefore roferretl to, the payment of these claims is barred by limit at ion. 
These forces were raised to guard tho overland mail route and emigrant road to 
California, ~ast of Carson City, and to do other military service in Nevada: and were 
called out by tho gowrnor of tho late Territory of Nevada, npon requisitions tbPrefor 
hy tho commanding general of tho Department of tho Pacific, and nndrr an1hority · 
of tlle \\'ar Depnrtwt'nt, as appears uy copies of official correspondence fnmisbetl to 
your committee by the Secretary o! War and the general 0ommanding the Division 
of the Pacific. * * * · 
The Senate Committee on 1\Iilita:ry Affairs did not at that time make 
any report in relation to the State war claims of the State of California, 
but when this substitute bill (S. 1G73, Forty.seventh Congress, first ses-
sion) reported from that committee was under consideration in the 
Senate, Senator l.Vlillcl', of California, called a.tteutiou to the fact that 
California had war claims unproYided for, and on his motion this bill 
(S. 1673, Forty-seventh Congress, first session) was amended in the 
Senate so as to include these State war claims of the State of Califor-
nia. It is alleged by California, Oregon, and Nevada th:.tt this act of 
June 27,1882, which they believed was intended by Congress to be an act 
for their relief and benefit and an equitable statute to be liberally con-
strued, bas been found to be an act " so well and carefully aiHl closely 
guarded by restrictions" that, when construed by those who ha.ve heen 
called upon to execute it, bas proven to be completely inoperath·e as an 
equitable relief measure, so much so as to amount to a practical denial 
of justice so far as the present State war claims of these States now 
provided for in this bill were or are concerned. 
PRESENTATION BY CALIFORNIA, OREGON, AND NEVADA OF THEIR 
STATE WAR CLAIMS TO THE UNITED S'l'ATES. 
The aforesaid bill (S.1673, Forty-seventh Congress, first session) hav-
ing become a law June 27, 1882, the State war claims of California, 
Oregon, and Nevada were thereafter duly transmitted for presentation 
to the proper authorities of the United States, those of Oregon by Hon. 
R. P. Earhart, and Bon. George W. McBride, secretary of state for 
Orf'g-on and ex o.fficio adjutant-general. Those for Nevada by Ron. J. 
F. Hallock, controller of Nevada. Those for California by Ron. John 
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Dunn, controller; assisted by his deputy, Bon. M. J. O'Reilly, 
Hon. D. I. Onllahan and Hon. Adam Herold, State treasn1rers~ 
General George B. Crosby, oLtdjutant-general of Oalifornia, aided 
by Bon. George Stoneman, Governor of California, and his 
secretary, Ron. W. W. Moreland, and by Hon. \V. C. Hendricks, 
tary, and General H. B. Davidson, assistant secretary of state of 
fornia. 
These State war claims of these three States, accompanied 
proper original vouchers and evidence in support thereof, in each 
were thereafter duly delivered by the aforesaid State autlwrities of 
fo_rnia, Oregon, and Nevada, or by those duly authorized 
Oapt. John Mullan, the duly appointed agent and authorize 
counsel for each of said three States, by whom they were put in a 
and proper shape and thereafter submitted by him to the Secreta 
the Treasury and Secretary of War, as provided for in said act of 
gress approved June 27, 1882. 
DELAY OF TilE UNITED STATES IN THE EXAMINATION OF 
NIA, OREGON, AND NEVADA S1'A.'l'E WAR CLAIMS AND 'l'HE C.A. 
THEREOF. 
These State war claims, with said vouchers and evidence, so origin 
presented to the Secretary of the Treasury and Secretary of W 
examination, remained of record in the 'rreasury and War DP.nlu'tlnlAint-a. 
unacted on up to and after August 4, 1886, because, as was sta 
Congress by Hon. Robert T. Lincoln, the Secretary of War, rP.llmn•Att . 
. the aid of at least three army officers to assist his Department in m . 
a proper examination thereof, and he requested Congress to make an 
appropriation of $25,000 to defray the expenses of such examination of 
these State and Territorial war claims presented and others to be pre-
sented under said act of June 27, 1882. Congress delayed action upon 
these repeated requests of the Secretary of War until August 4, 1886, on 
which date acts were passed by Congress providing for a board of three 
army officers, as asked for, and also appropriating $10,000 to defray the 
expenses of a full and exhausti\re examination (see vol. 24. Stats. at 
Large, pages 217 and 240) of these State war claims. 
SECRETARY LINCOLN'S CONSTRUCTION OF THIS ACT OF JUNE 27, 
1882, FOR THE RELIEF OF NEVADA, ETC. 
Prior to any action by the War Department on these State war claims 
of the States of California, Oregon, and Nevada, and prior to any action 
by Congress on said request of the Secretary of War for a board of army 
officers to aid him to examine said claims, a bill, S. 657, Forty-eighth Con-
gress, first session, was introduced in Congress by Senator Jones, of 
Nevada, providing for the payment of certain individual claims of 
citizens of Nevada on account of Indian hostilities in Nevada in1860, 
and was referred by the Senate Committee on Military Atl:'airs to the 
Secretary of War and of the Treasury for reports, and upon which the 
Secretary of War reported as follows : 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, January 26, 1884. 
SIR: In response to so much of your communication of the 22d ultimo as 1·equests 
information concerning Senate bill 657, "to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury 
to adjust and settle the expenses of Indian wars in Nevada," I have the l1ouor to in-
vite your attention to the following report of the 'l'hird Auditor of the Treasury, to 
whom your request was duly referred: 
'' 'l'he St&.tt:> of Ncv&.da has filed in the office ~bstracts and vouchers for expeusesiQ. 
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curred on account of raising volunteers for the United States to aid in suppressing 
the late rebellion, amounting to $:34!),697.49, and for expenses on account of her militia 
in the' WbitePino Indian war' of 1875, $17,650.U8. Also, expenses of her militia in 
the 'Elko Indian war' of 1878, amounting to $4,654.64, presented under act of Con-
gress approved June 27, 1882 (22 Statnteslll~ 112). 
"'fheso abstracts and vouchers will be sent to your Department for examination 
and report as soon as they cau be stamped, as that statute requires a report from the 
Secretary of War as to the necessity and reasonableness of the expenses incurred. 
'l'his statute is deemed sufficiently broad enough to embrace all proper claims of said 
State aud Territory of Nevada." 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. S. B. MAXI<~Y, 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secretary of War. 
Of Committe6 on Military Affai1·s, United States Senate. 
In accordance with this report and opinion of the Secretary of War 
the Senate Committee on :Military Affairs reported back this bill so 
referred to (S. 657, Forty-eighth Congress, first session), and asked that 
it be indefinitely postponed, and because of the explanation made to 
the Senate by said committee, and based upon said report and con-
struction of said act and said opinion of the then Secretary of War, 
Ron. Robert T. Lincoln, as follows, to wit: 
It will be ob111erved that it is deemed by the War Department that the act approved 
June 27, 1882, is sufficiently broad to embrace all proper claims of Nevada, whether 
as State or Territory. 
For convenience of reference the above act accompanies this report, and an exam· 
ination thereof, and of the construction thereon, satisfies the committee that no addi· 
tiona! legislation i-:s necessary. 
The St:1te of Kansas presented her State war claim to Secretary Lincoln 
under this very act, which claim was by him examined, audited, and al-
lowed for almost exactly the sum that Kansas had actually expended for 
the use aiad benefit of the United States, and all of which allowance has 
since been paid to Kansas by the United States, and aggregating the 
sum of $322,308.13 (23 U. S. Stats., 474) as allowed and paid to said 
State by the United States. So, too, the State of Nebraska under sitn-
ilar circumstances was allowed and paid the sum of $18,081.23 under 
this same act of June 27, 1882 • 
.AFTER OVER FOUR YEARS' DEL.A.Y, SUBSEQUENT TO THE PASSAGE OF 
1'HE ACT OF JUNE 27,1882, THE UNITED S1'.A.1'ES TAKES UP NEVADA'S 
STATE WAR CLAIM FOR EXAMINATION, WHEN 1'HE VERY FIRS1' QUES· 
TION RAISED IS ONE OF JURISDICTION, AND WHICH IS DECIDED 
AGAINST NEVADA. 
After the passage of said act of August 4, 1886, the War Department 
detailed a board of three Army officers under Special Orders No. 232, 
dated October 6, 1886, to proceed to examine the claims provided for 
under said act of June 27, 1882, and in the manner contemplated in said 
act. The State war claims of the State of Nevada were the first exam-
ined by said board. This board being in doubt whether, under the terms 
of said act of June 27,1882, they could allow a re-imbursementtoNevada 
of the amount of money by her expended for interest and extra pay to 
her troops while in the military service of the United States, duly re-
ferred these two questions to the Secretary of War for his decision. On 
February 8, 1887, after argument was submitted to said Secretary in 
support of these two elements of Nevada's State war claims against the 
United States, that officer decided "that, after a careful consideration 
of the subject, he was of opinion that neither the extra pay nor the in-
terest can, under the provisions of the act, be allowed," meaning the 
act of ,June 27, 1882, and refused the same, as appears from the corre· 
apondence following, to wit: 
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DECISION OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR DISALLOWING TilE STATE WAR CLAI\1 
NEVADA FOU INTEREST Al.'\D EXTRA PAY '1'0 NEVADA VOLUNTEER!,, 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, February 8, 1887. 
SIR: Tho Department has received your communications of December :n, 1886, and 
January 28, 1887, submitting arguments in the claim of the State of Nevada, under 
the act of J nne 27, 188~, for re-imbursement of amounts paid by the State for "extra 
pay" and for interest.. Also, your communication.of 2d instant, inclosin~ a resolu-
tion of t.he senate and assembly of Nevada, reqnestmg favorable and early action on 
said claim. 
In reply, I have the honor to inform yon that after a carefttl ct>nsideration of the 
subject I am of opinion that neither tlle extra pay nor the interest can, under the 
provisions of the act, be allowed. 
Very respectfully, 
JoHN MuLI. .. AN, Esq., 
WILLIAM C. ENDICOTT, 
Secretary of War. 
.Agent of the State of Nevada, 1101 G st1·eet, N. W., City. 
It therefore fully appears that. on January 26,1884, Secretary Lincoln, 
when construing said act of June 27, 1882, was of opinion that it was 
sufficiently broad to embrace all proper war cla.ims of the State of Ne-
vada; whereupon the Seuate Committee on Military Affairs, in coiJtJe-
quence thereof, reported to the Senate that said committee was satisfied 
that no additional legislation was necessary in regard thereto, while 
Secretary Entlicott, on February s, 1887, construing this same act and 
deciding thereunder, held that these war claims of the States and Ter-
ritories named in said act for expenditure for interest and extra pay to 
their troops while in the service of the United States could not be al-
lowed by him under said act. 
This decision of Secretary Endicott in the case of the State of Nevada, 
to the effect that "under the provisious of the act of June 27, 1882, he 
had no jurisdiction to allow interest paid by that State upon the princi-
pal by her expended, nor the extra pc1y made by her to the State troops 
while they were in tlle service of the United States," became practically 
a dech;ion in the case of the State war claims of the State of California, 
and effectually disposed of these two similar items in the war claims of 
that State. In addition thereto the Secretary of War, Mr. Endicott, on 
November 8, 1887, upon a statement made to him by the chief of saitl 
board of war claims examiners, also decided that he bad no jurisdiction 
to adjudicate Oregon's State war claim, which claim also contained 
similar items for interest and extra pay, and thus Secretary Endicott's 
aforesaid decision in the Nevada case also practically disposed of these 
two similar items in Oregon's claim so far as his Department was con-
cerned. 
In consequence, therefore, of these conflicting decisions of two Sec-
retaries of \Var upon one and the same act of June 27, 1882, rendering 
it absolutely nugatory so far as the adjustment of these State war 
claims of these three States were concerned, made and makes additional 
remedial legislation by Congress absolutely necessary in order to deal 
equitably with these States and their claims for re-imbursement of 
money by them expended in good faith for the common defense during 
a period of war and at the instance of the authorities of the United 
States. 
The Senate Committee on Military Affairs, therefore, during the Fif· 
tieth Congress, first session, had first under consideration a bill (S. 2918) 
"to re-imburse the State of Nevada for moneys expended on obligations 
incurred by said State and the Territory of Nevada, and afterwa.rds 
assumed and paid hy said State, in the suppression of the war of tlw 
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rebellion, and for guarding the overland mail and emigrant route," and 
a majority of the committee made a favorable report thereon. (S. R. 
No. 1286, Fiftieth Congre~s, first session.) 
Your committee thereafter, having under due consideration similar 
claims for California and Oregon, reported a general bill, to wit, S. 3420, 
Fiftieth Congress, first session, accompanied by Senate HeportNo. 2014, 
Fiftieth Congress, first session, made August 10, 1888, for the investi-
gation of all the war claims of California, Oregon, and Nevada substan-
tially in the same language as recitrd in the resolution afterwards 
passed by the Senate and hereinafter set forth. A full statement of 
these war claims was made anJ submitted to your committee, but not 
reported to the Senate at the same time that said resolution for investi-
gation was approved by your committee. That statement is printed in 
the report of the war claims examiners on the claims of the State of 
California, commencing after the report and after page 05 of Ex. Doc. 
No. 11, Fifty-first Congress, first session, and also in Senate Ex. Docs. 
Nos. 10 and 17, Fifty-first Congress, first session. Senate Report No. 
2014, Fiftieth Congress, first session, does not seem to appear in sai<l 
reports, Senate Ex. Docs. 10, 11, 17, although said bill S, 3420 passed 
the Senate and was favoral>ly reported in the llonse September 4, 
1888, in llouse Repor~ No. 33U6, Fiftieth. Congress, first session, as fol-
lows, to wit: 
Mr. Stone, of Kentucky, from the Committee on War Claims, submitted tlw follow-
ing report (to accompany l.Jill S. 3420). 
'l'ho Committee on War Claims, to whom was referred the bill (S. 3420) authorizing 
the Secretary of War to ascertain what amonn t of money has been expended by the 
States of California, Oregon, and Nevada for military pnrposee in aid of the Gov-
ernment of the United States during the war of the rebellion, report as follows: 
The facts out of which this bill for relief arises will be found Rtated in Senate re-
port from tho Committee on Military Affairs of the present Congress, which report is 
hereto annexell and ruauo a part of this report. Your committee Pdopt the said re-o 
port as their own, anti report back the l.Jill and recommend its pas:·mge. 
[Senate Tieport No. 2014, Fiftieth Congress, first ees11ion.] 
The Committee on Military Affairs, to whom was referred tho bill (S. 3420) antbor-
izing the Secretary of ·war to ascertain what amount of money hall been expended 
l)y the States of C:tliforoia, Oregou, and Nevada for mtlitary purposes in aid of the 
Government of the Unitetl States during the war of the I"eLellion, having consiuercd 
the same, report as follows: 
Duriug the war of tho rebellion the States of California, Oregon, and Nevada were 
separated from the Atlantic States by over 1,500 miles of almost uninhabited country. 
Much apprehension was felt on account of the exposed condition of those distant 
States, and thf:' Government called upon them to assist in guarding the O\'erlamlmail 
and emigrant routes, in preventing Indian outbreaks in the States, an<l to aid the 
United States in various ways during the war of the rebellion. 
At the beginning of the war Nevada was a Territory, an<l was admitted into the 
Union as a State in 1864; l.Jut for the purposes of this report Nevada will hereafter be 
refcrrea to as a State. 
Tbese States complied promptly with all the requirements of the General Govern-
ment, and volunteered all the aid in their power to assist the United States. On the 
Pacific coast during this time, and particularly in Nevada, prices of all commodities 
(and also the price of labor) were exceedingly high, and as a mining excitement ex-
it~tell in these States it became necessary to extend aiel in many ways in organizing, 
atming, equipping, furnishing, and maintaining volunteer soldiers and militia beyond 
the amount required for those purposes in the Eastern States. California, Oregon, 
and Nevada passed numerous acte to organize and equip soldiem in compliance with 
the requests of the Government, for which they were compelled to expend largo sums 
of money. They were also compelled to borrow money, upon which a large amount 
of interest bas been paid. 
An examination of all the facts connected with these claims, a statement of ac· 
counts showing for what the money was paid and under what authority, in-,olves too 
H. Rep. 8-31 
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much detail for a committee of Congress to investigate. They therefore recom 
the pas~Sage of the accompanying bill, which simply provides for an examiuat.ion 
report upon tho facts of tho claims of each of thetSo States, so as to enable Congresa 
take linch action as may be just and proper in the premises. 
The bill does not commit Uongress to tho payment of these claims in advance, nor 
a settlement upon any J:l~lrticnlar theory. It does not commit Congressinadn\.uce 
re-imburse those ~tates for bonnty or extra money expended by them in tnruislJinr:~ 
• troops to assist the Unit.ed Statl:'s in suppressing the war of the rellellion, nor to the 
payment of interest on moneys borrowed. It simply provides for an ascertainment 
of snch facts so as to ena~le Congress to legislate intelligently. 
A bill for the payment of t.he claims of Nevada bas already been reported by a ma-
jority of your committee and is now on the Calendar of the Senate. 1.'be rellort 
that case is very elaborate, and some members of your committee desire, llefore 
is taken on it, a more authoritative statement of the case, which willlle olltained 
the examination now proposed. The claims of Califoruia and Oregon are of a simi 
character to those of Nevada. All these States were differently situated during the 
rebellion from the other States of the Union, and your committee therefore thought 
proper to have the same investi~ation and report made in each case and Lave them 
all incorporated in one bill. 'l'he writer of this report has prepared an elaborate 
statement of the claims of California and Oregon, which has lleen printed by order 
of tho Senate for the use of tho committee. 
The report on tho Nevada claim, known as Senate Report No. 1286, and dated May 
14, 188H, and the statement with regard to the claims of California and On•gon will 
assist tho \Var Department in collecting the laws and orders under which these 
States expended tho money in question, and your committee desire to call tho atten-
tion of the Secretary of 'Var to these documents in case this llill~:;houlll become a law. 
The laws that have been passed for the investig<ttiou of claims of other States are 
not applicable to the peculiar conditions of thede Stateli during the war of the rebel-
lion, and there is no autbori ty um1er them for tlw ascertainment of tho necessary facts 
to euallle Congress to determine what allowances should be made under tho peculiar 
circumstances which snrronnded these 8tates at tho time in question. 
Your committee report the bill back with an amendment, and when so amende<l 
recommend that it do pass. 
No action having been taken in the Honse on said Senate hill34-20 
after said Honse Report No. 3396 was made, and rt being deemed im-
portant that Congress at its present session should have before it in an 
official form all the data, facts, and the results of a fnll, exhanstiYe, 
and official examination of t.hese State war claims to be made by the 
War Department, which then bad and now bas official custody of all 
these claims, and of all evidence relating thereto filed in support thereof~ 
and In order that the Secretary of War should have the fnll benetit anti 
aid of said Board of Army Officers, which was then still in session at 
WaslJington, D. 0., and wlJich Board Congress bad specially created in 
said act of August 4, 1886 (24 U. S. Stats., 217), to aid tile tiecretary of 
War to make a full, exhaustive, and official examination of these State 
war claims of these three States, so that the Secretary of War could 
officially and intelligently report upon the same to Congress, or to either 
branch thereof, for its information and action, as contemplated in said 
Senate bill 3420, Fiftieth Congress, first session, the Senate therefore, 
on the 27th of :February, 1889, passed the following resolution: 
Resolred, That tl1e Secretary of War, through the board of war claims examiners, 
appointed under section 2 of tho act of Congress entitled "An act for the benefit of 
tho States of ToA:as, Colorado, Oregon, Nebraska, California, Kansas, and Nevada., 
and the Territories of ·washington and Idaho, and Nevada, when a Terntory," up· 
proved August 4, 181;6, lle, aud he is hereby, authorized and directed to examine all 
accounts, papers, and evidence which heretofore have been, or which hereafter may 
be, submitted to him in support of the war claims of the States of California, Oregon, 
and Nevada, and Nevada when a Territory, growing out of the war of tho rebellion, 
and in suppressing Indian hostilities and disturllances dnring the war of the rebellion, 
and in guarding the overland mail and emigrant routes during and snllseqnent to th~ 
war of tho rebellion, and to ascertain and Rtate what amount of money each of said 
~tates, and Nevada when a 'l'erritory, actuaJly expended, and what ollli ,gations they 
1ncurre<l for the purposes aforesaid, whether such oxpenditures were made or obliga. 
tions incurred in actual warfare or in recruiting, enlisting, enrolling, organizing, 
arming, equippin&, supplying, clothini1 sq,b:,istin~, drilling-, furnishi:ni, transportins. 
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and paying t.heir volunteers, militia, and home guards, and for bounty; extra p~y, 
at;Hl relief paid to their volunteers, militia, and home guards, and in preparing their 
volunteer~, militia, and home guards in camp and field to perform military service 
for the United States. 
The s~cretary of War is also directed to flSCI'Irta.in what amount of interest bas been 
paid by each of said States, and Nevada when a Territory, on obligation!'! incurred 
for purposes above enumerated. The Secretary of War shall report to Congress the 
amount of money which may be thus ascertained to have been actually paid by each 
of s3id States, and Nevada when a Territory, on account of the matters above enu-
merated, and nlso the amount of interest actually paid or assumeJ by oach of said 
Stn tcs, nnd Ncva1la when a Territory, on moneys bon·owed for the purposes above 
ClllllliOrated. Ancl the Secretary of War shall also report the circumstances and cxi-
~eucics under which, and the authority by wlt.icb, such expenditures were made, and 
wh1tt payments have been made on account thereof by the United States. 
In response to tbis resolution the honorable Secretary of War, hav-
ing theretofore fully completed, with tbe aid of saicl Army Board, a 
thoroug-h, and exhaustive official examination of all these war claims of 
said three States, transmitted in December, 1889,his report to the Sen-
ate in each of the cases of California, Orego:b, and Nevada, as required 
by said resolution, and which reports are as follows, to wit: Senate Bx. 
Docs. Nos. 10, 11, 17, J!"'ifty-first Congress, first session. These report& 
and the exhibits attached thereto, respectively, are in great detail, and 
contain a very full history of the important part taken by tl1e Pacific 
States and Territories during the rebe1lion in defense of the Union. 
These reports are in full compliance with said Senate resolution, show-
ing tbe actual amount of money expended by each of said States, and 
of Nevada when a Territory, during the war of the rebellion in aid of 
the United States, and the authority, State, Territorial, and national, 
and also the special circumstances and exigencies under which the ex-
penditures reported upon by said Secretary and said board therein re-
spectively were made. The following tables, taken from the reportt~ of 
said war claims examiners, show the several sums of money actually 
expended and paid out as principal and interest by each of said States: 
CALIFORNIA. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 11, Fifty-first Congress, tl.rst session, page 27.J 
Amount expended in recruiting California volunteers (Abstract F) .•.• 
Amount expended in payment of adjutant-general, etc. (Abstract H) ... 
Amount expended in organizing volunteers (Abstract M) ..•••••••••••• 
Amount expended in pay of volunteer officers (Abstract N) .......••.•. 





(Abstract P) .........•..................... - .............••........ 1, 459,270. 21 
Amount expended in bounty to enlisted men (Abstract Q) .•••••. •••••• 900,839. &0 
Tot.al expense of volunteers, and not repaid the State by the 
United St.ates ........................... - ........ -- .......... 2, 451,369.56 
Amount expended in payment of interest on moneys borrowed to carry 
out the provisions of the acts of April ~7, 1863, and April 4, 1864..... 1, 500, 545. 86 
Aggregate expenses incurred on account of volunteers, principal 
and interest ............................ -. . • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • 3, 951, 915. 42 
Amount expended on account of militia............................... 468,976.54 
Grand total of expenses on account of volunteers and militia ...• 4, 420, 891.96 
OREGON. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No.17, Fifty-first Congress, :ft.ret session, page 20.) 
Amount expended in payment of adjutant-general, etc. (Abstract E) .. . 
Amount expended in extra pay to enlisted men (Abstract G) ......... .. 
Amount expended in bonn ty to en listed men (Abstract H) ........... .. 
Amount expended for advertising calls for 1·edemption of bonds (Ab-
etract K) .......................................................... . 
$3,973.49 
90,4'76.32 
129' ~41. O'J 
635.70 
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Amount expl'ndcd in payment of interest on moneys borrowed to carry 
out the provisions of the acts of October 24, 1864 (Abstract L) .••••.. 
Total amount expcnd<•d on account of volunteers and not repaid 
State by UnitedSt11tes ......... ···--··-----·---·· ........... . 
Amount expemleu on account of militia .......•..••..••...•........... 
Aggregate expenses incurre(l on account of militia and volunLeers •.... 
NEVADA. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 10, Fifty-first Congt'ese, first session, page 8.] 
AmO'Ont actually paid out on account of volunteers mised in Nevada .... $118,667.49 
Amount of interest paid on moneys bon'owed and so expended.......... ~89, li~i>. 59 
Amount of liabilit,ies aRsumed on account of volunteers raised in Nevada. 1, la:t 9'-l 
Amount of interest paid on liabilities assumed . . . . . . . • • . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 113.31 
Total amount oxpended or assumed ..............•.... . .......... 
Amount already paid to Nevada by tile United States upon an examina-
tion under the provisions of the act of Juno 27, l~B~------ -----· •••••. 
Amount expended or assumed and not repahl by tile United States .. 
IN'l'EREST. 
In said ·Ex. Doc. No. 10, Fifty-first Congress, first session, page 15, 
it is declarc<l that-
Interest paid by California, Oregon, and Nevada is in reality, in jnstice, in reason, 
and in law a proper part of tho debt due them by the United ~tates, the payment of 
which, together with that of the principal, is necessary to a complete indemnity. 
Th~ United States bas generally refused to pay interest on claims 
against the Government. This rule sometimes works great hardship 
and wrong; but the inconveniences that might arise from a departure 
from it may be very great. There is one exception, however, to tllis.rulo 
which has been uniformly recognized and actell upon; that is, when a 
State has claims against the Government for expcmlitures made for 
the United States, and a part of suchclaimsconsists of interest paid out or 
assumed by the State, theinterestsopaidontor assumed has been treated 
eventually so far as the adjustment thereof was concerned as if it had 
been originally presented as a part of the principal, although Congress 
has always treated the interest as a separate, independent, and dis-
tinct claim apart from the principal, which sometimes is adjusted when 
adjusting the principal, dP.pending no doubt in part upon tlw special 
circumstances of the cases presented to Congress and at other times 
adjuste<l after the principal is paid, but always adjusting it some time 
in all proper cases. The rule is well stated in the Decisions of the Second 
Comptroller for 1869, page 137, as follows: 
Interest can in no case be allowed by the accounting officers upon claims agamst 
the Government, eitller in favor of a State or an individual. But in catSes where the 
claimant bas been compelled to pay interest for the benefit of the Govcrument it 
then becomes a part of tb0 principal of the claim, and as such jg allowable. 
Such is tho caso of a State which has been obliged to raise money upon interest for 
the suppression of bo~:<tilities against which the United States should protect her. 
In such cases tile amount of interest actually and necessarily paid will be allowed, 
without reference to the rate of it. 
There are many cases to sustain this ruling of the Second Comp· 
troller, of which the following are cited as precedents where Congrel:is 
first authorized the adjustment and payment of the principal an<l then 
subsequently adjusted and thereafter paid the interest: 
1. By an act approved April 2,1830, the Secretary of the Treasury was authorized 
to cause to be paid to the mayor and city council of Baltimore the sum of $7,434.fi:l in 
full for their claim. a~ainst the United States for money borrowed and expended by 
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them in defense of said city in the war of 1812, and by the second section of said act 
the Secretary of tlle Treasury was directed to cause to be paid interest on said sum 
according to the provisions and n'gulations of "the act to authorize payn;ent of 
interest due the city of BaltimOl'e," approv"d May 20, 1826. 
2. B.v an act approved May 31, 1830, the prope1· accounting officers of the Treasury, 
under the superintendence of the Secretary of War, were authorized and directed to 
audit and settle the claims of the State of Massachu&etts against the United States 
for llervices of her militia during the war of 1812, in the following cases: 
(1) Where the militia of said State were called out to I'epel actual invasion, or 
under a well-founded apprehension of invasion, provided their nu bers were not in 
nndnc proportion to the exigency. 
(2) Where they were called out by the authority of the State and afterwards rec-
ognized by the Federal Governn1ent. 
(3) Wllere they were called out by and served under Lhe requisition of the President 
of the United States <'r of any officer thereof. 
3. By a joint resolution approved May 14, 1836, entitled "A resolution to authorize 
tl1e Secretary of War to receive additional evidence in support of claims of Massa--
chusetts and other States of the United States for dislmrsernents, services," etc, 
during the war of 1812, the Secretary was authorized, in preparing his report pursu-
ant to the resolution of Honse of Representatives agreed to the t4th of February, 
1tl32, witbout 1·egard to existing rules and requirements to receive such evidence as 
was on file, and any furtller proofs wllich might be oft'ered tending to establish the 
validity of the claims of Massachusetts upon the United States, or any part thereof, 
for services, disbursements, and expenditures during the war with Great Britain; 
and in all ca6es where such evidence should, in his jurlgment, prove the truth of t:he 
items of tho claim, or any part thereof, to act on the same in like manner as 1f tlle 
proof consisted of such vouchers and evidence as was required by existing rules and 
regulations touching the allowance of such claims; and it was provided that in the 
settlement of claims of other States upon the United States for services, dislmrsements, 
and expenditures during tlle war with Great Britain, the same kind of evidence, 
voncllers, and proof should be received as therein provided for in relation to the claim 
of Massachusetts. 
4. By tlle sixth section of an act approved March 31, 1837, an appropriation was 
made for paying the claims of the State of Connecticut for tlle se1·vices oflJCr militia. 
during the war of 1812, to be audited and PJettled by the proper accounting otncers 
of tLe Treasury under the superintendence of the Secretary of War in tlle following 
cases: 
(1) Where the militia of said State were called out to repel actual invasion or 
under a well-founded apprehension of invasion, provided their numbers were not in 
uudue proportion to the exigency. 
(2) Where they were caJlcd out by the authorities of the State and afterwards 
recognized by the :Federal Government, and 
(3) Where they were called out and served under the requisition of the President 
of tlle United SbLtes or of any officer thereof. 
5. By an act approved August 14, 1848, the proper a~connting officers of the Treas-
ury were directed to Rettie the claims for one month's service of the officers and sol-
diers of the Fomth Regiment in the Second Brigade of the Tllird Division of the 
militia of the State of Vermont, who served at the llatt.le of Plattsburgh on the 11th 
of September, 1814, for their military services on that occasion. 
6. By act approved March 3, 1t;53, making appropriations for the civil and diplo-
matic expenses of the Government for the year ending June 30, 1854, an appropria-
tion of $10,:~34.31 was made for arrearages of pay, subsistence, and clothing due to 
Capt. Richard McRae's Company of Virginia Volunteers, which served in the war 
with Great Britain in 1812-'13 to be paid to 1he ofllcers and soldiers of said company 
or their legal representatives, under the order of the Secretary of War, upon the pro-
duction of proof u.s to the identit;y of said officers and soldiers, and that they have 
not been paid. 
7. By an act approved August 31, 1852(Army appropriation), the Secretary of War 
was required to pay to the S1ate of South Carolina snell sums of money as were paid 
by said State in 1838, 1839, and 1840 for services, losses, and damages sustained l,y her 
volunteers in tbeFloridawar of 18:36, 1887, and 1838, while in the set·viceof the United 
StateR, and on their 1·eturn from said service, as were ascertained a.ntl allowed by the 
board of rommissioners appointed for that purposo by tlle act of the legislature of 
said State in 1837, with 1 Lc proviso 1llat no interest should be allowed upon moneys 
paid to the State of South Carolina under the p1·ovisions of said act. And it was by 
saifl act further provided that in the settlement of the c1a.ims of tho State of G(•orgia, 
under the act of August 11, 1842, 11roviding for the settlement of the claims of tllat 
State for the service of l1er militia, which had theretofore been ~:<uspended or disal-
lowed, the accounting oiliccrs of tlle Treasury Department Allould allow and pay, 
upon pr<lof tllat the State had allowed and paid the same, all accounts for forage, 
tubsistcnce, hospital st01·es, medical service, and transportation which had not there. 
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tof'ore been allowed by the United States. And it was further provided by said act 
that in tlle adjustment of the accounts of the State of Ma.ine, under tlle act of Juno 
13, 1842, the proper accounting officers of the Treasury sllould include and allow the 
claims which bad theretofore been presented under said act, provided it should be 
satisfactorily shown that said claims had been actually allowed and paid by said 
State. 
8. By an act approved March 3, 1853, second section, the proper accounting officers 
of the Treasury Department were authorized to settle the claimR of the !State of 
Florida for services of her troops under the act of February 27, 1851, by the provi!!inn 
stated for these lement of the claims of the State of Georgia for like services, under 
the act approved August 31, 1851 (Army appropriation bill). 
9. By the eighth section of an act approved March 3, 1t!53, the Secretary of the 
Treasury was directed to pay to the State of Georgia her claims remainiug unpaid for 
moneys paid by the State in suppressing hostilities of the Cherokee, Cr~ek, and Sem-
inole Indians in the year 1835 and s!nce, upon proof that the same was paid lly the 
State, and that the provisions of the act relative to the settlement of tl1e claims of 
·Georgia for military service, approved March 3, 1851, should lie extended to payments 
under said act. 
The Secretary of the Treasury was also by said act required to pay the State of 
Alabama, under the provisions of the acts of Congress of Angnst 115, 1842, and Jan-
uary 26, 1849, the balance due said State, growing out of the Creek Indian hostilitieR 
of 1836 and 1837; and by the twelfth section of said act it was provided that in the 
adjustment of the accounts of the State of Virginia under the twelfth section of tl1e 
act of August 31, 1852, the Secretary of War should follow the provisions of the act 
of June 2, 1848, providing for refunding to the several States the amounts expcmlcd 
by them in raising regiments of volunteers for the Mexican war. . 
10. By an act approved January 26, 1849, the Secretary of War was (hrccted to pay 
interest upon the advances made by the State of Alabama for the use of i lle Un*d 
States Government in the ~uppression of hostilities by the Creek Indians in 1tl:3ti and 
1837, at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum from the time of the advances u11til the 
principal of the same was paid by the United States to tho State. And in ascertain-
ing the amount of interest it was provided that interest should not l>e computed on 
auy sum which Alabama had not expended for the use aud benefit of the United 
States, as evidenced by the amount refunrled to tl1e State of Alabama by the Unitecl 
States, and that no interest should be paid on any sum on which the Stat~ of Alabama. 
did not either pay or lose intereRt as aforesaid. 
11. By an act approved March 3, 1851, the Secretary of War was authorized to allow 
to the State of Georgia for advances made to the United States for the suppreRsion of 
hostilities of the Creek, Seminole, and Cherokee Indians in the years 1835, 18:~f., u;:~7, 
and 1838: with interest at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum on all sums allowed and 
paid to the State of Georgia and that might thereafter be allowed and paid for any 
moneys advanced by the State for the purposes aforesaid, from the date of such ad-
vances until the principal sums were or might be paid by the United States, with the 
pa·oviso that no interest should be paid on any sum on which Georgia did not either 
pay or lose interest. 
12. By an act passed the same day as the above act, the proper accounting officers 
of the Treasury were directed to settle the claim of the State of Maine against the 
United States, being for interest on money borrowed and actnally expended by l1er 
for the protection of the northeastern frontier of said State during the ~·ears 1839 
1840, and 1841, the amount of such interest to be ascertained under the following 
rule.~: 
"(1) Inter~st not to be computed on auy sum not expended by the State for the 
use and benefit of the United States, as evidenced by the amount refunded or paid 
to the State by the United States. 
"(2) No interest to be paid on any snm on which the State did not eitl1er pay or 
lose interest." 
13. By act approved July 21, 1852, making appropriations to supply <~rfirit'ncies 
in the appropriations for the year ending Juue 30, 18fl2, the sum of $c0,741 was 
appropriated for pay of five companies of 'l'exas moun ted volunteers. 
14. By act approved March 3, 1859, for tho purpose of executing the resolution 
of May 14, 1836, the Secretary of the Treasury was directed to pay to Mal!sachmetts 
$227,176.48, reported to be due said State by Secretary of War J. R. Poinsett, in 
report t'lated December 23, 1837, marle to the House of Representatives December 27, 
1837, and it was provided that in lien of payment in money the Secretary of the 
'l'reasury might, at his discretion, issue to said State United States stock bearing 5 
per cent. per annum, and redeemable at the end of ten years, or sooner, at the pleasure 
of the President. 
15. By act approved March 3, 1825, the accounting officers of the Treasury Depart-
ment were authorized and directed to settle the claim of the State of Virginia against 
the United States for interest upon loans on moneys borrowed and actually expended 
b.f her for the use and benefit of the United States during tho war of 1812. 
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this act it was provide<l that, in ascertaining the amount of intereat, as 
;~un:Jau.•u, due to the State of Virginia, the following rules should be understood as 
~ AJipli:calble to and governing the case, to wit: Pirst, that interest should not be com-
any sum which Virginia bad not expended for the use and benefit of the 
States, as evidenced by the amount refunded or repaid to Virginia by the 
States. Second, that no interest should be paid on any sum on which she 
not paid interest. Third, that when the principal, or any part of it, bad been 
or refunded by the Uniteu States, or money placed in the hands of Virginia for 
purpose, the interest on the sum or sums so paid or refumled should cease, and 
be considered as chargeable to the United States any longer than up to the repay-
ment, as aforesaid. 
The mode of computing interest provided by the above act appears to have been 
satisfactory at the time to all the States, and their claims against the General Gov-
ernment:were authorized to be adjusted, ami were adjusted under the same rules for 
computing interest. 
17. By an act approved May 13, 182(), entitled ''An act authorizing the payment of 
interest due to the State of Maryland,'' the accounting officers of the Treasury De-
partment were authorized and directed to liquidate and settle the claim of the State • 
of Maryland against the United States, for interest upon loans on moneys borrowed 
and actually expell(led by her for the use and benefit of the United States, during the 
late war with Great Britain, and the same rnles for computing the interest was pro-
vided by the act as in t·h~ case of t.be State of Virginia. 
18. By an act approved May 20, 18~6, ent.illed "An act authorizing the payment of 
interest due to the State of Delaware," the accounting officers of the Treasury De-
Partment were authorized and directed to take similar action in regard to the settle-
ment of the claim of the State of DelMvare against the United States as that directed 
to be taken in the case of the claim of Maryland, and to be governed by the same 
rules. 
19. By act approved May 20, 1826, the proper accounting officers of the Treasury 
Department were directed to settle the claim of the city of Baltimore against the 
United States, for interest on money borrowed and actually expended by the city in 
its defense during the war of 1812; and the act fnrtbcr provided that the amount 
due sboald be ascertained under rules which were the samo as those providPd by the 
fore:.roing act for the adjustment of the accounts in the cases of Virginia, Maryland, 
and Delaware. 
20. By an act approved May 22, 1826, entitled "An act authorizing the payment of 
interest due to the State of New York," the accounting officers of the Treasury De-
partment were authorized and directed to take similar action and to be governed by 
the same rules as in the cases of Virginia, Maryland, and Delaware. 
21. By an act approved March:~, lt;~7, the accounting officers of the Treasury De-
partment were authorized and clirected to settle the claim of the State of Pennsylvania. 
in the same manner as in the cases of Maryland, Delflware, and New York. 
22. By an act approved March 2:'~, 183~, entitleu ''An act for the a.djnstment and 
settlement of the claims of the State of South Carolina against the United States," the 
accounting officers of the Treasury were authorized anll directed to liqnidate and 
settle the <'laim of the State of South Carolina against the United States for interest 
npon money actually expended by her for military stores for the use and benefit of 
the United States, and on aceonnt of her militia, whilst in the service of the United 
States, during the late war with Great Brit.ain, the money so expended having been 
drawn by the State from a fund upon which she was then receiving interest. The 
act designates upon what sums interest shall be paid, and recites in detail other 
claims of the State theretofore disallowed, which shall be adjusted and settled, such 
as claims for cannon-balls, transportation of troops and supplies, pay to certain staff 
officers, IJlankAts ($7,500 being the amount of this item), and muskets. 
23. By an act approved March 3, 1857, a re-examination and re-adjustment of the 
account of the State of Ml}ryland was directed to be made, and it was provided that 
in the calculation of interest the following rules should be observed: 
"Interest shall be calculated up to the time of any payment made. To this interest 
the payment shall be first applied, and if it exceeds the interest due, the balance 
Rhall he applied to diminish the principal; if the payment fall short of the interest, 
tbe balance of interest shall not be added to the principal so as to produce interest. 
Second, interest shall be allowed on such snms only on which the State either paid 
interest or lost interest by the transfer of an interest- bearing fnnd." 
Under this act Maryland received the additional sum of $275,770.23. 
24. By section 7 of eaid act (March 1, 18"J7), an appropriation was made to pay all 
the claims of North Carolina for t.he t-ervices of her militia dnriug the war of 1812 
with G~eat Britain in the cases enumerated in the act approved May 31, 1830, entitled 
"An act to authorize t.be payment of the claims of the State of Massachusetts for cer-
tain serviceR of l1er militia during the war of 1812," and also the claiu s of said State 
for disbursements in the purchase of munitions or other sup.(llies on account of the 
W&oJ' and expended therein. 
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2."\, On the 8th day of July, 1870, an act was passed directing the account 
the United States and Massachusetts and Maine to be re-opened and re-adjusted, 
Massachusetts received the sum of $678,3t..i2.42, of which oue-t.hird was allotted 
tho State of Maine as an integral part of Massachusetts when the advances 
made. 
In the foregoing cases the principal was first re-imbursed, and subse-
quently the interest was adjusted and then paid by the United States. 
The following cases are cited as precedents, where both tbe principal 
and interest were authorized by Congress to be paid at one and the 
same time and in and under one and th.e same act : 
1. By a joint resolution approved March 3, 1847 (Stats. at Large, vol. 9, p. -),the 
Secretary of War was authorize(l and required to cause to be refunded to tho several 
States or to individuals for servicetl reu1lered, actiug under tho authority of any State, 
the amount of expeuscs in~urred by them in organizing, subsisting, and transporting 
volunteers previous to their heiDg mustered and received into the Bervice oftl.le Uni-
ted States for the war with Mexico, and for subsisting troops in the servico of the 
United States. 
2. By an act approved June 2, 1848, the provisions of said joint J'esolution were ex-
tended so as to embrace all cases of expenses theretofore incurred in organizing, sub-
sisting, and transporting volunteers previous to t,heir being mnAtered and received 
into the United Statc8 for the war with Mexico, whether by States, couutics, corpo-
rations, or individuals, either acting with or without the anthority of any State, and 
that in refunding moneys nnrler s::tid act and said joint resolution it should lle lawful 
to pay interest at the rate of 6 per cent. per annum ou all sums advanced by Statelil, 
corporations, or individuals in all cases where the State, corporation, or individual 
paid or lost the interest or was liable to pay it. 
3. By act approved August 5, ltlG4, the sum of $924,259.65 was appropriated tore-
imburse the State of California. for expenditures "in the suppres!lion of Indian hos-
tilities within the St.ate prior to the 1st day of January, 1854." (See U. S. Stats. at 
Large for 1853 and 1854.) 
4. By act approved August 18, 1856 (section 8), the Secretary of War was autlwr-
ized and directed to pay to tho holders of the war bonds of the State of Ua.lifornia 
the amount of money appropriated by act of Congress approved May [August] 5, 
1854, in payment of expenses incurred and actually paid by the StatQ of California 
for the suppression of Indian hostilities within the said State prior to tho 1st day of 
January, 1854, nuder tho following restrictions and regulations: 
Before any bonds were xedecmed hy the Secretary of \Var they were rc'lnired to be 
presented to the board of commissioners a]_.J]JOintetl uutler au act of 1 he lc;.;islaf nre of 
said State, approved April 1!.), 1856, and the amount due and p:tyn.ble npon each bolHl 
indorsed thereon by said commissioners; the amount~:~ in the ::tggregate not,to e:x:cced 
the amount appropriated by act of August 5, 1654. 
All the States, except California, Oregon, and Nevada, have been 
re-imbursed by the United States all or nearly all of the principal of tbe 
moneys expended by them in the suppression of the rebellion. None of 
them have as yet been re-imbursed for interest which they paid to ob-
tain said principal. 
The following table shows the amount of money already paid by the 
United States as principal to the several States for tlte suppression of 
the rebellion, as shown by the books of the Treasury Department: 




Rhode Island .................... . 
Maine ..................•...•..... 
New Hnmpshiro .....•............ 
Vermont .......•••.••....•.••..••. 
New York .•••.•••••••.....••..••. 
New .Jersey .•••.•••.....••...•••. 
Pennsylvania .................... . 
W\~co~~i~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Iowa. .... ·--·-· ................... . 
Illinois .•...••••••••.•..•..••.... . 
Indiana ....••.....•...•...••...... 
Amount. 
$2, 096, 950. 46 
3, ()()8, 091. 95 
72:1, 530. 1 5 
] • 0~7. 185. 00 
076, 531.92 
832,557. 40 
'· 156, 9:J5. 50 
1, 517,026.79 
3, 871,710. 5!) 
3, 215, 31!1. 58 
1, 035, o;,!l. t7 
l, 0:19, 759. 45 
3, 080, 4-!!. 51 
3, 741, 738. :d\) 
I 
St::~otcs. Amount. 
MinueBota.. ••. .••••. .••. •• . .•••.. $il, Oi5. 20 
Kamu1s .••. .•.••• .......... ...... 38~, J:li!.15 
N ellra,;l,a............. ••. . . . . . . • . 4!<5. 00 
CoiOI ado......................... 55, ~38.84 
.M:issonri . . • . .••• •• . • • . ••. • • • . • . . 7, 580,421,43 
Michigll.n... .. ••. .••• .•••••.. .••. SH, 26:.!. 53 
Delaware....... .. ............... 31,988116 
Mar.vland........................ 133,140.99 
Vir)!inia .... ...... ...... •• . •••••. 4R,469. 97 
West Virginia.................. . 471,063.94. 
I 
Kentucky .....•..•..••..••..... . __ 3,504,466.57 
Total...................... . 44, 137,500. 3( 
WAR CLAIMS OF CA'LlFORNI.A., OREGON, AND NEVADA. 
In aUdition to the payment of said war claims to the several States on 
accouut of the war of tlle rebellion, as shown by the foregoing table, the 
claims of the following-named States for expenses in the suppression of 
Indian hostilities, etc., ltave been settled by the Third Auditor of the 
Treasury under the said act of June 27, 1882, aud all of which have 
heretofore been paid by the United States: 
I 
States. I Am~ 
Kansail ..•..•••••..•....•.•••••.•••••••••••...•••.•.•••.•••••.•.•••.•••.•......•..•• . ..•. J $:!32, 308. 13 
Nebra!\ka •.•••••.•••.•••.••...•..•••.•••••.•••••••••••••••.••..•••.•.•.•••.•••.••.•••••• 1 18,081. 23 
Nt·vada ...•..•••.••..••..•••••.•••••.•••••.•••.••• 0 •• o o •• o •••• _.. o 0 ••••••••••••• o••O o••o H, 55!1. 61 
California. 0 •••••• 0. 0 0 0 o• •••• 0 0. 0 0 0 •••• o•• ••••••••• o ••••• o ••••••••••• o•• ••• o••• •••••• o... 11, 72:1, 6t 
Texas. 0----- •••• o• o ••••• o•·· 00 ••••••••••••••••••• o ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o 927, l'i7. 40 
Total. •••.••••••••• 0 •• o •••••••••••••••••••••• o•···· •••••••••••••••• o o ••• 0 ••• o •••••• 1, 297,850.01 
I 
An additional sum of $148,6J 5.97 has been allowed the State of Texas 
by tile 'rhiru Auditor, and tlw settlement is now pending before the 
Second Comptroller of tile Treasury, under said act of June 27, 1882. 
The said State war claims of California, Oregon, and Nevada during 
the war of the rebellion reported on by the honorable Secretary of War 
and said board of war claims examiners under said resolution of the 
Senate of February 27, 1889~ were never before properly or fully con-
sidered for waut of jurisdiction, as hereinbefore shown, until they were 
so reported upon by the present Secretary of War, Hon. Reufield Proc-
tor, aided by said Army board in said Senate Ex. Docs. 10, 11, 17. 
Your committee recognize and approve the precedents which treat 
interest paid by a State on money borrowed or advanced for suppressing 
rebellion or repelling invasion in aiel of the United States as a legiti-
mate charge against the GoYernment in every case where the Govern-
ment is equitably liable for the principal; but inasmuch as none of t,he 
States have as yet been re-imbursed for any claim for interest paid out 
by them on money borrowed or advanced and expended by them on ac-
count of the war of the rebellion, your committee recommend that this 
bill be amended so as to omit at this time the claim for inttrest pre-
sented by California and Oregon in the two cases examined herein ami 
reported upon in Senate Ex. Docs., Nos. 11 and 17, I~ifty-first Congress, 
first session. 
The claim of Nevada, however, for the re-imbursement of the interest 
actually paid out by her on the principal by her borrowed and in good 
faith expended for U~ common defense, anu at the behest of the authori-
ties of the United Siates, presents a question different from that of the 
other States. Nevada was a Territory at the time when the greater part 
of these expenditures were made. The neces~ity for these expenditures 
was imperative. The settlements in Nevada were isolated aucl sepa-
rated from California. by the Sierra Nevada :Mountains, which cut oft' all 
means of transportation for Rev~ral consecutive months in each year. 
There were no railroads. ~rransportation of freights was confined to., 
teams and pack animals. The Indians along the overland route be-
came hostile and cut off communication between the Atlantic an<l 
Pacific States. It was under these circumstances that the Territory of 
Nevada was called upon by the Uniteu States authorities to raiRe vol-
unteer troops and furnish supplies for them. Labor was exce~sively 
high on account of the new mines, and supplies scarce and exceedingly 
dear. This Territory had no money to comply with these demands 
made upon her by the United States military authorities, and was 
forced to borrow money as best she could. 
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When the Territorv of Nevada became a State the State of N 
as~nmed the iudebte(lness of the Territory, including these war 
and inserted a provision in her constitution in the following Ian 
All debts and liabilities of the Territory of Nevada ]awfully incurred, 
remain unpaid at the time of the admission of this State into the Union, sb 
snmed by and become the debt of the State of Nevada. (Compiled Laws of 
vol. 1, page 133.) 
Under these exceptional circumstances your committee re<~on1m,enc~ 
the payment of both principal and interest in the case of Nevada. 
EX'l'R.A. P .A Y .AND llOUNTIES. 
As we have already seen, the larger portion of the claims of each 
the States of Oalif01iuia, OrPgon, and Nevada were expended for 
pay and bounties. 'J'his was an absolute necessity for two reasons. 
Fil'st, the expenses of living and wages of labor in the l)tlcific coast 
States were during the rebellion at least 50 per cent., nud in mauy 
200 per cent., higher than in the Atlantic States; second, the Pacific 
States and Territories maintained the gold standard continuottsly 
throughout the war. The United. States paid said volunteer troops in 
1'reasury notes, althoug-h they had on deposit at the sub-treasury at 
San Francisco at all times a large amount of gold. The c.liscount which 
the soldiers were compelled to pay to convert their greenbacks into gold 
was from 30 to 60 per cent. 
This added largely to the cost of living. 
Extra pay was found necessary to provide for the support of the fam-
ilies of the soldiers. This extra allowance, however, in the shape of. 
extra pay and bounty did not exceed the extra compensation which 
the Go,·ernment had theretofore paid the officers of the Army and Navy 
and tl.1e enlisted soldiers and sailors statioHe<l on the Pacific coast be-
tween the dates of t.he acquisition of Oaliforuia and the breaking out of 
the rebellion. The Pacific coast States and Territories had a right to 
assume tllat the United States would continue or resume such extra 
pay and compensation during the war of the rebellion. Certainly the 
necessity for it was much greater in war than in peace, and, as a matter 
of fact, it was imperative. 
On the 17th of June, 1850, an act was passed, the third section of 
which reads as follows: 
SEc. 3. And be Uju1·the1· enacted, That whenever enlistments are made at, or in the 
vicimt.y of, the said military posts, and remote and distant stations, a bon'nt.y equal 
in amount to tho cost of transporting and subsisting a soldier from tha principal re-
cruiting depot in tho harbor of New York, to the place of such enlistment, be, and 
the same is hereby, allowed to each recruit so enlisted, to be paid in unequal install-
ments at tho end of each year's service, so that the several amounts shall annual1y 
increase, and the largest be paid at the expiration of each enlistment. (U. S. Stat., 
vol. 9, p. 439.) 
On the 23d of September, 1850, the following provision was inserted 
in the Army appropriation bill: 
For extra. pay to the commissioned officers and enlisted men of the Army of the 
United States, serving in Oregon or California, three hundred and twenty-five thon· 
sand eight hundred and fifty-four dollars, on the following basis, to wit: That there 
shall be allowed to each commissioned officer as aforesaid, whilst serving as afore-
said, a per diem, in addition to their regular pay and allowances, of two dollars each, 
to each enlisted ma,n as aforesaid, whilst serving as aforesaid, a per diem, in addition 
to their present pay and allowances, equal to the pay proper of each as e~tablished 
by existing laws, said extra pay of the enlisted men to be retained ontil honorably 
discharged. This additional pay to continue until the first of March, eigh~en hun• 
dred and fifty-two, or until otherwise provided. (U. S. Stat., vol. 9, p. 504.) 
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The first of these acts was continued in force until August 3, 1861 
(U. S. Stat., vol. 12, p. 288, sec. 9), on which date it was repealed. Dur-
ing the time when the last of said acts was in existence the United 
States soldiers and sailors on the Pacific coast received nearly double 
pay. 
During the five years immediately prior to the rebellion the United 
States Army serving in the Pacific coast States aml Territories was 
composed, first, of men transported from New York, via the Isthmus of 
Panama, at an aggregate cost to the United States of not less than 
$390,103, or at an average cost for each officer of $293, and for each en-
liRted man of $151 when landed in Oregon; or $275 for each officer 
and $115 for each enlisted man, when landed in California; and when 
discharged, all said enlisted men were entitled to an amount of money 
equal to the actual cost of their traveling expenses and subsistence 
back to New York; ~stimated by the \Var Department to be $142, 
making a total aggregate cost for each enlisted man of $293 and $25G, 
respectively; or second, said army was composed of men enlisted in tlte 
Pacific coast States and Territories, at an expense to the United States 
of $142 per capita, paid to each enlisted man as a bouuty under said 
act of Congress approved June 17, 1850 (9 U. S. Stat., 439), which pay-
ments were made continuously from June 17, 1850, to August 3, 1861. 
(U. S. Stat., vol. 12, p. 288.) 
During the first year of the war of the rebellion the larger portion of 
this United States military force was transported from the Pacific 
coast States and 'ferritories back to New York, via the Isthmus of 
Panama, at an aggregate cost to the United States of not less than 
$303,380, or at an average cost for each enlisted man of $145 from 
Oregon and of $125 from California. 
Details of these various items of cost to the United States tor thns 
transporting said military force to and from New York to the Pacific 
coast States and Territories are set forth in a table, prepared under tho 
direction of the honorable Secretary of "\Var as follows, to wit: 
H. Rep. 2553-2 
Statement of number of officers and enlisted men of the United State~ .A1·my tra.nat,wlfM·:iliil 
I'Xpense of the United States from .New Y01·k City to 1'a1·ious points in ~_.,"''l"'nnc•. 1 
Washi11gton Territory via the Isthnws of Panama, in the yem·s 1856, 1Rfl7, 
and 1860; also the amount paid fu1' similar senices f1·om Ap1'il15, lH<il, to 
1001, between Oregon, Washington, California, and Nevada to New York, t'ia the 
mus of Panama, showing th11 total and the average cost pm· capita of each, so jar 
shown by the records of this office. 
Destination. Year ~~~: Cost. 





Do ........................ 1857 9 2, 700 470 58,750 61,450 
· Cal., via the isthmus......... 1R56 3 $7ii0 396 $39, 600 .-w, 350 l 
Do........................ 1~58 2 tJOJ 34 403 1, 093 1 $267. 86 
Do ........................ JH50• ......................................... I 
Do .. .. .. . • • • • .. . . . • .. • . . .. 1b60 21 5, 3::'5 441 44, 000 49, 325 J 
Total ...................... . 
New York City to Benicia, Cal., 
via the isthwus .. .. .......... 1857 
llo ........................ Ul58 
Total ...................... . !===1=====1=====!=======1=====1 New York City to FortVancou-
vt•r, \\'ash., and 11ear Portland, 
Ore~~~ ~~~-~~~~-i:'l.t~·~-~~ .:::::: ~~~g 
Total ...................... . 
Fo:r:t _va~couvcr, Wash., to Bo-
mcw, Cal..................... 1856 
San 1•'mueiRco,Cal., to Fort Van-
couver, Wash ................. 1858 
Sau Francisco, Cal., to N<'w York 
Cit.y, vi:\ tho isthmus ......... 1861 
San Ped1·o, Cstl., to New York 
City, via the it;thums ......... 186l 
San Fmncisco, Cal., toJfortVan-
couver, Wash ............. . ... 1861 
Fort Vancouver, Wnsb., to San 
Francisco, Gal ................ 1661 
60 
18 1, 000 
4!J 12,250 
----
15 3, 750 
30 1, 200 
34. 1, 4.00 
* N ono found. 
QUA HTKitMAF.lTI<:It-G lr.NEHA L'S 0l?l•'ICI~, 
Wa11ltinyton, IJ. 0., Janum·y 8, 1890. 
50 1, 750 1, 810 
787 23,345 2!, 345 
1, 495 186, 875 ]9!), 125 
500 62,500 66,250 
775 15,500 16,700 









In consequence of this withdrawal in 1861 of sairl military forces from 
the Pacific coast, in order that they might perform military services 
in the East, and in view of the circumstances and exigencies existing iu 
the Pacific Ooast States and Territories during the rebellion period, 
reqniRitions were duly made from time to time by the President of the 
United Stat.rs and by the Secretary of War upon the proper State au-
thorities of Califoruia., Oregon, aud Nevada for volunteers to perform 
military service for the United States in said States and 'l'erritories, 
as are fully and in detail set forth in said Senate Ex. Docs., Nos. 10, 
11, 17, Fifty-first Congress, first session. In compliance with the sev-
eral calls so made between 1861 and 1866, inclusive, 
Volunteers' 
The State of California furnished·-----·----·---···--·· .................... 15,725 
The State of Nevada furnished··---···--·· .......••••. ··---··----· ........ _ 1, 1f0 
Tho State of Oregon furnished ..•• ·---·---·----· ...•...... ---· ............. 1,810 
Making a total aggregate of .••••• ·----···---··----··----· .••••.•..... 18,715 
m<'ll wbo enlisted. and were dnly mustered into the military service of 
the United States as volunte{'rs iu said States. The Rame number of 
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if organized and transported from New York City to the Pacific 
States and Territories in the same manner as was done hy the 
d States "\Var Department from June 17, 1850, to August 3, 1861, 
uld have cost the United States at that time the sum of about 
.5,483,385 for transporttttion alone. 
The reports of said war claims examiners npon extra pay in Nevada, 
.. "'.., ..... v .. nia, and Oregon are as fol1ows, to-wit: 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 10, ]'ifty-firet Congrees, first session, p. 7.] 
NEVADA. 
Extm monthly 1Jay-liabilitiett assu·med. 
It appears from the affidavit of the State comptroller (h(jrewith, marked Exl1ibit 
No. ~), that liabilities to tho amount of $1,153.75 were assumed by the State of 
Nevada aN successor to tlte Territory of Navada on account of "costs, charges, ancl 
expenses for monthly pay to volunteer~J and militiu·y forces in the Territory and State 
of Nevada in the service of the United Statcll," and that State warrants fully <:over-
ing sue!J liabilities were duly issned. It is also shown in the affidavit that of said 
'Warrants two for tho sums of $11.8:~ and $8.GO ret~pectively have been paid, such 
payment reducing said liabilities t.o $1,133. 92. 
Tlio circumstances and exigencies under which the Nevada legislature allowed 
this extra compensation to its citizens serving as volunteers in tho United Statt•s 
Army are believed to have been substantially the same as those that impelled tho 
legislatures uf California and Oregon to a similar course of action for the relief of the 
contingent of troops raised in each of these States. Pdct-8 of commodities of every 
kinu were.extravagantly high during the war period in Nevada, wltich depended for 
the transportation of lts supplies upon wagon roads acros8 mountain ranges that 
were imp~lssablo for six months of every year; and at certain times at least. dnriPg 
the said period, tho rich yields of newly-opened mines produced an extraordinary de-
mand for labor, largely increasing wa.ges and salaries. Theso high prices of com-
JUouities ~nd services were co-existent with, though in their causes iiHlepen1lent of, 
the depreciation of the Treasury notes, which did not pass cmreut iu that section of 
the country, though accepte1l through necessity by the troops serving there; anu it 
is aafe to say that in Nevada, as in California and Oregon, the soldier could bny no 
more with a gold dollar than could tho soldier serving in theEastern States with the 
greenback or paper dollar. _ 
On the whole, therefore, we are decided in the conviction that in granting them 
this extra compensation the legislature was mainly instigated by a desire to do a 
plain act of justice to the United States volunteers raised in the State and performing 
an arduous frontier service, by plncing them on the same footing, as regards com-
pensation, with the great mass of the officers and soldiers of the United States Army, 
serving east of the Rocky Mountains. It is true that the. seven companies of inf~tntry 
that were cal:ed for on October 19, 1864, had not been organized; aud that on March 
8, 1865, three days before the approval of the State law above noticed, the commaHd-
ing general Department of tho Pacific wrote as follows from his hoadqna.rters at San 
}'rancisco to the governor of NtJvada (see page 287, Senate Ex. Doc. 70, Fiftieth Con-
gress, second Bession) : 
"What progress is making in recruiting the Nevada volunteers f I will need them 
for the protection of the State, and trust that you may meet with success in your 
efforts to raise them. I hope the legislature may assist you by some such meantJ as 
have been adopted by California and Oregon." 
But tho fact remains that the declared purpose of the monthly allowance was to 
give a compensation to tho NeYada volunteers (see section 1 of tho act last referred 
to), and that when measured by the current prices of the conutry in wbich they 
were serving, their compensation from all sources did not exceed, if iudet'd it was 
~qual to, _the value of t!Jo money received as pay by the troops stationed elsewhere, 
t. e., outs1de of the Department of the Pacific. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 11, Fifty-first Congrese, ftrst eesaion, p. 23.] , 
CALIFORNIA. 
Extra pay to enlisted men. 
B~ a»; act. a~prove~ April 27, 1863, the legislature appropriated and set apart "as a 
&Old1ers. rehet fn~d' _the sum of $60~,000, from which every enliMted 15olaier of the 
compames of C"hforma volunteers rau;ed or thereafter to be raised for the service of 
the Unit~ .st~t~ was to be paid, in addition to the pay and allowances grantcc.l him 
by the United States, a "compensation" of $5 per month from the time of 
ment to the time of his dilmhargc. Drafted men, substitutes for drafted 
tlisbonorahly discharged or discharged for disability existing at time 
wem not to share in the benefits ot the act, and, except in cases of mara·ie(]nn,ea)J 
ing families dependent upon them for support·, payment was not to be 
after discharge. Seven per cent. interest bearing bonds to the amount. 
in sums of$500, with coupons for interest attached to each bond, were authtl)ri:z84lf~ 
be issued on July 1, 1863. (Pagee 349-351, St.atement for Senate Military CoJmmtit~Pll 
A few unimportant changes respecting the mode of payment in certain 
made by act of Ma,rch 15, 1864, and on March 31, 1866, the additional sum 
was appropriated for tho 1myment of claims arising under its provisa 
to be transferred from tbe general fund of tho State to the "Sol<lier81 
Fearing that the total amount of $1,150,000 specifically appropriated m 
prove insufficient to pay :til the claims accruing under the act of April 
abo\'8 mentioned, the legislature directed, by an act which also took effect 
1866 (pnge 604, Stats. of California, 1865-'66), that the remainder of sue 
should bo audited and allowed out of the appropriation and fund made a.nd 
by tho act granting bounties to the volunteers of California. approved April4, 
and more fully referred to on page 19 of this report. 
Upon tho certificate of the adjutant-geaeral of the State that the amounts 
dne nuder tha provisions of the act and of the board of State examiners, w 
amounting to $1,459,270.21 wore paid by the State treasurer, as shown by the 
of the payees indorsed on said warrants. 
It is worthy of note hero that on J nly 16, 1R63, tl1e governor of California, relllvinit.' 
to a communication from the headquarters Department of the Pacific, dated 
1863, advising him that under a resolution of Congress adopted March 9, 1862, 
}l:J.yments provided for by the State law of April 27, 1863, might bo made through 
officers of t.he Pay Department of the U.S. Army, stated that the provisions of said 
were such as to preclude him from availiug himself of the offer. 
Some information as to the circumstances and exigencies nuder which this 
was expended may be derived from tho following extract from t.he annual1·eport 
the ndjntant-gent!ral of the State for the year 186~, dated December 15, 1862: 
"The rank and file of tho California contingent is made up of material of whicb·anJ 
State might be proud, and the sacrifices they have made should be duly appreciat.ed 
and their aervices rewarded by tho State. I do most earnesily recommend therefore 
tllat the precedent. established by many of the Atlantic Coast States of 111~ying their 
troops in the service of the United States an additional amount monthly ~:~hould be 
adopted by California, and that a bill appropriating, say, $10 per month to each eu 
listed man of the troops raised or to be raised in this State be passed. • " * Tbis 
would be a most tangible method of recognizing tho patriotw efforts of our soldier , 
relieve many of their families from actual deRtitut.iou and want, and hold out a fit-
ting encoma.gemont for honorable service." (Page 58, Statement for Senate Commit-
tee on Military A1fairs.) 
Your examiners are of the opinion that the favorable action which wasta ken on the 
above recommendation of the Adjutant-General can not be justly ascribed to any 
desire on the part of tho legislature to avoifl resort to a conscription, although the 
exclusion of dmfted men from the benefits of the act indicates tha.t tl:ley realized and 
deemed. it proper to call attent.ion to the possibility of a draft. Unlike the law of 
April 4, 1864, the benefits of which were confined to men who should enlist after the 
date of its passage and be credited. to the quota of the State, the provisions of the act 
now under consideration extend eel alike to tho volunteers who had already entered 
or had actually completed their enlistment contract and to those who were to enlist in 
the future. '!'hero is every reason for the belief that the predominating if not the 
only reason of tho f;tate autboritie~ iu enacting tbis measure was to allow their vol-
nuteerM in tho Uuitcd States sr,rvice such a stipend. t._"l wonld, together with the pay 
received by them from the General Government, amount to a fair and just compen-
sation. In fact, a.s bas a.lr~ady been stated, this was expressly declared to be the pur-
pose of tho act. 
It appJ:"ars that up to December 31, 1862, those of the United States troops serving 
in the D't,partment of the Pacific who were paid at all-in some cases attachments 
had not been paid for a year or more-were generally paid in coin, but on Febntary 
9, 1863, instructions were issued from the Treasury Department to the Assit~tant Treas-
urer of the United States at San Francisco that ''checks of disbursing officers must 
be paid in United States notes." (Lotter of Deputy Paymaster-General George H. 
Ringgold, dated February 13, 1863, to Paymaeter·Genora.l; copy herewith marked Ex-
hibit No. 10.) 
Before this, greenbacks had become the current medium of exchange in all ordi-
nary business transactions in tho Eastern States, but in the Pacific Coa8t StatM and 
tlle adjoining Territories, gold continued to be the ua.sis of Qirculation throu&hOil$ 
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the war. At thiH time the paper currency had become greatly dcpreeiated, a.ntl on 
}'ebrnary 28, 1863, the price of gold in Treasury notes touched 170. This action of 
the Govemment in compelling troops to accept such notes a~; an eqivalcnt of gold in 
payment for services rendered by them in a section where coin alone was current, gave 
riae to much dissatisfaction. For although gold conltl be bought in San Francisco at 
nearly the same price in Treasury notes as in New York, it mnat be remembered that 
the troops in the Department of the Pacific were largely stationed at remote and 
iaolated poiuts. 
When paying in greenbacks for articles purchased by, or for services ren<lered to, 
them in these out-of-the-way places, they were obliged to submit not only to the cur-
rent discount in San Francisco but also t.o a further loss occasioned bv tbe desire of 
the persons who sold the articles, or rendered the service, to protect themselves 
against possible further depreciation. It admits of little donbt that by reason of his 
inability to realize the full value of paper money, as quoted in the money ceuters, 
and of tue fact that wages and the cost of living and of commodities of every kind 
were abnormally high (owing in great part to the development of newly discovered 
mines in that region) the purchasing power of the greenback dollar in the hands of 
the average soldier serving in the Department of the Pacific was from the latter part 
of 1862 onward from 25 to 50 per cent. less than that of the same dollar pa.id to his 
fellow soldier in the East. 
Representation of the great hardship the Treasury Department's instructions en-
tailed upon the troops were promptly made. On March 10, 1~63, the legi~:~latnre tele-
graphed to Washington a resolution adopted on that date instructing the State'8 del-
egation in Congress to impress upon the Executive "the necessity which exists of 
having officer8 and soldiers of thoU. S. A1·my, officers, seamen, and marines of the U. 
S. Navy, and all citizen employes in the service of the Government of the United 
States serving west of the Rocky Mountains and on the Pacific coast paid their sal-
aries and pay in gold and silver currency of the United States, provided the same be 
paid in as revenue on this coast." (Page 46, Statement for Senate Committee on 
Military Afl'airs.) 
And on March 16, 1863, Brig. Gen. G. Wright, the commander of the Department 
of the Pacific (comprising besides California, the State of Oregon and the Territories 
of Nevada, Utah, and Arizona), transmitted to the Adjutant General of the U. S. 
Army a letter of Maj. C. S. Drew, Pirst Oregon Cavalry, commandant at Camp Baker, 
Oregon, containing an explicit statement of the effects of and a formal protest against 
paying his men in greenbacks. In his letter of transmittal (page 154, Ex. Doe. 70), 
General Wright remarked as follows: 
"The difllcnlties and embarrassments enumerated in the major's communication are 
common to all the troops in this department, and I most respectfully ask the serion11 
consideration of the Gene~tl-in-Chief and the War Department to thi!'l sul>ject. .Most 
of the troop~ would pre£4lr waiting for their pay to receiving notes worth but little 
more than half thea face j but even at this ruinous discount, officers, unless they 
have private means, are compelled to receive the notes. Knowing the difficulties 
experienced by the Government in procuring coin to pay the Army, I feel great 
reluctance in submittin~ any grievances from this remote department, but jnstice to 
the officers and soldiers demands that a fair statement should be made to the War 
Department.'' 
It was under circumstances and exigencies such as these that the legislature them-
selves-all appeals to the General Government having prov@d futillj-p10vided the 
necessary relief by the law of April 27, 11:!63. They did not eyen after that relax 
their efforts on behalf of United States troops, other than their own volunteers, 
serving among thorn, but on April1, 1864, adopted a resolution requesting their rep-
resentatives in Congress to" use their influence in procuring the passage of a Jaw 
giving to the officers and soldiers of the regular Army stationed on the Pacific coast 
an increase of their pay, amounting to 30 per cent. on the amount now allowed by 
law." 
LS. Ex. Doc. No. 17, Fifty.first Congress, first session, p. 14.] 
OREGON. 
Extm monthly compensation to officers a nil enlisted ·men of t•olunfeers. 
The certificate of the State treasurer, duly authenticated by the secretary of 8tate 
nnder the seal of the State, sets forth that the amonnts sev(Jrally paicl out for the re-
demption of relief bonds, as shown by the books of the treasurer's ofilce, as rcporte£1 
b.v the treasnrer to the several legislative a~semblirs and as verified hy the several 
~oiut coUlmittees (iuy~sti&ating comruissious) of said a:~sembly ullllel' the ~rovi::~ious 
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of a joint resolntion thereof, aggregate $90,476.32. The following books, papers 
are also submitted in evidence of payment: 
(1) The canceled bonds. 
(2) A copy of tlle relief oond register, the correctness of which is certified b.y 
BecretMy of atat~ and State tn•asurer, showing number of bond, to whom i~sued, 
of iHtme, and amount of bond; also showing the date and rate of redemption. 
reports of the joint committees of the legi81ature above mentioned, io tlw cfi'ect 
they compared the reconl kept by the State treasurer witll tho bonds redeemed and 
found the amonnt.s correct and agreejng with the amounts reported by the State treas-
urer to the legislative assembly, are entered in said bond register. 
(3) Certificates of service given to the several Oregon volunteers upon which war-
rants were given entitling tllo holders to bonds. These certificates cover st~rvice for 
which the sum of $86,639.85 was due. The remainder of the certificates, the State 
authorities report, were not found and a1e prollahly lost or destroyed. 
(4) Copies of the muster-ro11s of the Ore~on volunt<'Prs, certified to oy the secre,. 
tary of state, setting fortl1 the entire service of each officer and enlisted man. 
In all, bonds amounting to $~)3,637 were issued. As has been stated but $90,476.32 
is tonud to have heen expc]l(led in tho redemption of these bonds, some of which 
were rctleenwcl at less tllan their face value. :Five bonds, valued at $731, have not 
been redeemed. 
The autllority oy which these bonds were issued itt contained in an act of the leg-
islature, which v. a.11 approved ou October 24, 1864 (copy herewith), appropriating a 
sum not excee<liug $100,000 to constitute and be known ~\s tho "cou1miS1:1ioned ofli<'ers~ 
and soldiers' relief funrl," out of which was to oe paid to each commissioned officer-
and enlisted soldier of the companies of Ort>gon volunteers raised in the ~tate for the 
service of tho Uuited Stutes to aid in repelling invasion, etc.1 from the time of thrir 
enlistmeut t.o tile ti rue of their diMcharge, $5 per month in adthtion to the pay allowed 
them oy the Uuit<~d States. Enlisted men not receiving an lwnorahle diselntrgefrom 
the service, or YolnutPers discharged for disabilit.y existing at the time of e11listment, 
wen~ not to be entitled to the benefits of the act, nor was payment nuder tlle pro-
·visions thereof to be made to au enlisted soldier until be should he lwuorauly llil'l-
chargcd the service; out enlisted married men having fa.milies rlt•pmHhmt upon them 
were authorized to allot the whole or any portion of the monthly pay accrning to 
them for the support of encb dependents. A bo~d bearing interest, payable semi-an-
nually, at 7 per cent. per annum, redeemaOle July 1, 18i5, with coupons for the in-
tert>st att.ached, was to be isHned by the eecretary of state for snch amount as the 
arljutaut-gtmeral should certify to oe due under the provisions of the act to each man, 
who!'o receipt for the a.nount so paicl him was to be taken by the secretary of state. 
Sail! bond~ were to bo p:1.id to the recipient or order. 
The circumstances and exigencies tllat led to the enactment of the above-cited 
law and to the expenditures incurred under its proviRions were substantially the 
same as those which brought about the adoption of similar measures of relict in Cali-
fornia and Nevada. It mu~t have oeen patent to every one fully acquainted with 
tl1e cireumstances of the case that the volunteers, that had been raised in Oregon, at 
thi~:~ time (October 24, 1864) consisting only of the seven companies of the First 
Or~gon Cantlry and tho independent detachment of four month~:~' men, a. majority of 
whom had then nearly completed their term, had been great.ly underpaid, consider-
ing the natnre of t.ho ~ervice performetl by them and the current rate of salaries and 
wages reali7.ecl in other pursuits of life. At the time of the enrollment and muster in 
of the First Oregon Cavalry and up to the latter part of 1862 the Government paid 
those of its troops in the Depart.ment of the Pacific, that were paid at all, iu specie; 
but as often happened during the war a number of the companies of the regiment 
named, occnpyiug remote stations, remained unpaid for a long time and were finally 
paid in Treasury notes, some of the member1J having more than a year's pay dua 
them. 
During the remainder of the war the GoYernment paid its troops in the Department 
of the Pacific, as elsewhere, in greenbacks. Referring to this condition of things and 
to the fact that coin con tinned to be the ordinary medium of exchange in Oregon in 
private onsinet~ii transactions, Maj. C. S. Drew, First Oregon Cavalry, in a. letter to 
his department commander, dated March 4, 18£3 (page 154, Ex.· Doc. 70), callefl atten-
tion to the fact that at his station (Camp Baker) Treasury notes were worth" not 
more t.han 50 or 55 cents per dollar;" that each officer and soldier of his command was 
serving for less than half pay, and had done so, some of them, for sixteen mouths 
past; that while capit.al protected itself from loss and perhaps realized better pro1itR 
than nuder tbe old and better system of payment in coin, "the soldier did not have 
that power, and ifpaitl in notes must necessarily receipt in full for what is equivalent to 
him of half pay or loss for tho service be has rendered, and must continue to fulfill his 
part of the contract with the Gevernment for the same reduced rate of pay until his 
Jleriod of service shall have terminated; and that "good men will not enlist for $6 or 
•7 a month while tl3 i~:~ the regular pay, alld1 moreover, being realized byeveryaoluier 
every other department than the Pacific." In forwarding this letter to the AdJu· 
? t1mti-uen1erab1, U.S. Army, the department commander remarked that the embarrass-
enumaer,atEld in the major's communication were common to all the troop& in the 
;-d~ep~Lrt:ment, and he therefore asked "the serious consideration of the General-in-Chief 
the ar Department to this subject." Some months later (August 18, 1863) 
Alvord, while reporting to the department commander the location of a new 
post at Fort Boise, referred to the dtfficulties encountered by the garrison., 
'' · Ah ..... ,,. . ,,r~ with the duty of estaLlishing it, as follows: 
difficulty is experienced in building the post in consequence of the low rates 
of legal-tender notes. In that country they bear merely nominal value. The depre-
e.iation of the Government currency not only embarrasses the QuartermasteiJs Depart-
~nt, but also tends greatly to disaffect the men. The differences between their pay 
and the promises held out by the richest mines, perhaps, on the coast, the proximity 
of which makes them all the more tempting, is so great that many desertions occur." 
'(Ex:. Doc. 70, page 188.) 
About the same time (September 1, 1863) the adjutant-general of the State com-
plained of the inadequacy of the soldiers' pay, resulting from the depreciation of the 
paper currency with which they werA paid. Referring to the fact that after the ex-
piration of eight months from the date of the requisition of the United States military 
authorities for six additional companies for the First Oregon Cavalry but one had 
been raised, he said: 
"And yet we are not prepared to say that it is for the want of patriotism on tbe 
part of the people of Oregon, but from other causes, partly from the deficiency in 
the pay of the volunteer in comparison w1th the wages giv-en in the civil pur-
snits of life, as well as with the nature of the currency with which they are paid, the 
depreciation of which renders it hardly posslble for the soldier to enlist from any 
other motive save pure patriotism. And I would here euggest that the attention of 
our legislature be called to this defect, and that additional pay, either in land, 
money, or something e1111e, be allowed to those who have volunteered. Justice de-
ID.ands that this should be done." 
ln enacting the relief law cf October 24, 1864, it is fair to presume that the legis-
lature was largely influenced by the following statements and recommendations of 
the governor contained in his annual message, dated September 15, 1864: 
''The Snake and other tribes of Indians in eastern Oregon have been hostile and con-
...Btantly committing depredations. The regiment has spent two summers on the 
plains, furnishing protection to the immigration and to the trade and travel in that 
region of the country. During the past summer the regiment has traveled over 
twelve hundred miles, and the officers and men are still out on duty. The officer• 
and most, if not all, the men joined the regiment through patriotic motives, ana, 
while some of the time they have been traveling over rich gold fields, where laborers' 
wages are from $3 to $5 per day, there have been very few desertions, and that, too, 
while they were being paid in depreciated currency, makin~ their wages only about 
$5 per month. A great many of these men have no pecuniary interest in ket~ping 
open the lines of travel, protecting mming districts and merchant& and traders. The 
benefit of their service thus insures [inures] to the benefit of others, who should help 
the&e faithful soldiers in bearing these burdens. Oregon, in proportion to her popu-
and weaHh, has paid far less than other States for military purposes. Cali-
fornia pays her volunteers $5 per month extra in coin. It would be but an act of 
simple justice for this State to mako good to the members of this regiment their losses 
-by depreciated currency." (Page 87, Statement for Senate Military Committee.) 
It is to be noted here that while the officers and men who became the beneficiaries 
of this law had been paid in a depreciated currency, which in Oregon does not appear 
have had more than two-thirds of the purchasing power it had in the East, the 
t:.'(Jo,rernrraent provided them with clothing, subsifiltence, shelter, and all their absolutely 
: necEISS~~ry wants. On the other hand, it is to be borne in mind that the legiBlature 
.must have been aware of the fact noted, and that it granted the extra compensation 
a sense of justice and without any purpose calculated to benefit the State at large, 
as might be reasonably inferred from the granting of bounties to men "who 
hereafter enlist.'1 As has been already mentioned, the terms of the Oregon 
!Y<tlUlilte,ers were drawing to a close and the benefits of tho law were restricted to the 
~o,lUilte,ers "raised," and did not therefore include those "to be raised." 
California, as shown by the report (Senate Ex. Doc. No. 11, Fifty. 
Congress, first session) of said war claims examiners, expended 
976.54 on account of her militia during the war of the rebellion. 
cmcutnstjances under which this expenditure was made present a 
g case of equity for reimbursement, but inasmuch as the militia of 
--Auu.vul{u the First Oregon Cavalry did not form a part of garrison, three 
~•puaiea of it were at this time scouting agaiust P.ostj.le lllcll~n~ iu the vicinity of 
24 
California did not serve under the direct or ~mmediate autb.ority 
United States during the war of the rebellwn, your committee 
allow it at this time, although they do not reject it for want of 
Oregon expended on account of her militia, as shown ~Y the 
of said war claims examiners, $21,118.73, and your committee 
similar recommendation in regard to that claim. 
Some of the circumstances under which the present war cl:i~im of 
State of Nevada was created are set forth in the report of the 
of the Committee on Military Affairs made in the Fiftieth Congr~ss, 
session (Senate Report No. 1286), which, without the appendix, IS 
follows, to wit: 
Senate Report No.l286, Fiftieth Congress, first session. 
MAY 14, 1888. 
1\ir. S1'EWART, from the Committee on Military Affairs, submitted 
following report: 
[To accompany bill S. 2918] 
OBJECT OF THIS BILL. 
The object of this bHl is to re-imburse the State of Nevada for ..nn,n.t~~<~n~ 
paid and contracted to be paid by the Territory of Nevada and ~.HA~iTQ.l'jlliii 
assumed and paid by that State, and also for moneys actually ex]f)elllc:tel 
by Nevada after becoming a State for the common defense and in 
nishing troops to the United States during the suppression of the 
of the rebelli0n, and for guarding the overland mail and emigrant 
between the Missouri River and California, and for suppressing 
hostilities under circumstances hereinafter set forth. 
APPEAL OF PRESIDENT LINCOLN, THROUGH SECRETARY SEWARD, 
THE NATION FOR AID. 
On October 14,1861, Mr. Seward, Secretary of State,.addressed a 
cular letter to the governors of the loyal States and Territories, 
for assistance for the General Government in suppressing hostili 
the so-called Confederate States, and for the improvement and 
tion of the defenses of the loyal States respectively. A copy of 
letter is printed in the appendix hereto, marked Exhibit No.1, paie 
ACTION TAKEN BY NEVADA IN RESPONSE TO 'l'HE FOREGOING APPEAL 
SECRETARY SEW A.RD. 
Upon the receipt of this letter the legislative assembly of N 
Territory at its first session passed appropriate resolutions · 
support of tile people of that Territory to the Union cause to 
of their means, which resolutions are printed in the appendix, mall'k.184$ 
Exhibit No.2, page 24. . 
On the 28th day of November, 1861, three days after the passage 
the resolutions above mentioned, the legislative assembly of N 
also passed an elaborate law for the enrollment and organization 
• militia force to aid the "Q'nited States when called upon in the su 
sion of the rebellion, and to carry out the spirit and intent of the 
said cire.ular letter of Secretary Seward. This law w~ll be found 
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106 to 125 of the Laws of Nevada Territory, 1861. This act pro-
that the militia of the Territory organized under its provisionel 
should be subject to be called into the military service of the United 
tes by the President, or any officer of the United States Army 
commanding a division or a department. A. militia force was im-
mediately organized under its provisions. H. P. Russell was appointed 
adjntant-genera.J, and was succeeded by Col. John Cradlebaugh, who 
is mentioned in the resolutions above referred to and printed in the 
appendix as Exhibit No. 2, page 24. 
It will thus be seen that Nevada made the necessary preparations, 
organized her militia, and was ready to answer any call that might be 
thereafter made upon her by the General Government, and also to pro-
tect the Territory against a large portion of its inhabitants who desired 
to join the Confederacy. 
CONDITION OF AFFAIRS THAT RENDERED A CALL FOR NEVADA VOL-
UNTEERS NECESSARY. 
The Territory of Nevada was organized by Congress on 1\Iarch 2, 1861, 
(12 U. S. Stats., 209). At the breaking out of the rebellion it became a 
serious question what attitude Nevada would occupy, and home guards 
were immediately organized. These guards afterwards formed a por-
tion of the militia of the Territory as provided for in the aforesaid militia 
law, and protected the inhabitants from violence, without any expense 
to the Government of the United States. 
In the early part of April, 1863, the overland mail and emigrant 
route was attacked by Indians and communication was closed between 
the Atlantic States and the Pacific coast. This route extended from 
the Missouri River to California via the Platte River, Salt Lake City, 
through Nevada to Sacramento, in California, and was the only means 
at that date of direct overland communication between the Missouri 
River and California. At this time the gold discoveries in California 
continued to invite a large immigration, the interest in which was more 
or less intensified by the continued extensive silver discoveries in Ne-
vada Territory, and principally on the Comstock lode in the western 
part of the Territory. The routes via Cape Horn, and especially that 
via the Isthmus of Panama, were rendered extremely doubtful, danger-
ous, and expensive, on account of Confederate f>rivateer cruisers hoTer-
ing around theW est India Islands and along both these sea routes, and 
in anticipation of other Confederate cruisers infesting the waters of the 
Pacific (which soon thereafter became the theater of the operations and 
extensive depredations of the Confederate priv~tcercruiser Shenandoah) 
the overland route, therefore, although in itself both dangerous and diffi-
cult, was yet considered the better an<l preferable route by which to 
reach the Pacific. 
On account of a general uprising of th·e India.ns along the entire over-
land route, and especially that portion between Salt Lake City, in the 
Territory of Utah, and the Sierra Nevada :Mountains, and because of 
the dou hts as to the loyalty of the 1\Iormons to the Government of the 
United States, the maintenance and protection of the mail and emigrant 
route through that s tion of the country and along the aforesaid line 
was regarded by the Government as a military necessity. Apparently in 
anticipation of no immediate danger of attack on the Pacific coast, nearly 
all the troops of the regular Army at this time had been withdrawn 
from service throughout this entire region of country and transferred 
East to other fields of military oper2itions. This left the entire coun, 
try between Salt Lake City and the Sierra Nevada .M.onn1iai'Ql~ 
~ adequate and efficient military protection. The Government 
ing but few troops of its regular Army in that region, was 
compelled to call upon the inhabitants of Nevada Territory to 
organize volunteer military eompahies to suppress Indian .dis·tarltt 
which threatened the entire suspension of all mail facilities and 
tion from the East, as will be hereafter shown. 
At the time of the calls upon Nevada for troops the prices ot 
and .supplies of all descriptions in Nevada were extremely 
were then no railroads, and the snow on the Sierra Nevada 
formed an almost impassable barrier against teams from about 
December until about June. The average cost of freight from San 
cisco, the main source of supply for western Nevada, was about 
a ton, and it was necessary to lay in supplies during the summer 
fall for the remainder of the year. A great mining excitement 
at this time, occasioned by the marvelous development of the 
stock lode, and wa~es were from $4 to $10 a day in gold. 
who bad emigrated to the new gold and silver fields went 
purpose of mining and prospecting for mines, and were ge111er:au~n 
luctant to enter the irregular military service of guarding 
mail and emigrant route. Besides, on account of the extraord 
high price of supplies of every description, and also of wages and 
ices of every kind, it was impossible for them to maintain th•~mt~I,re 
and families without involving much more expense than any COltnPeDJII 
tion which could be paid them as volunteer troops under the 
the United States, and, as will be seen by the letters of General 
hereafter quoted, they were expected, as volunteer troops, to 
themselves with horses and equipments, in addition to W'hat could 
furnished by the Government. 
The military authorities of the United States well knew at that 
the exact condition of the country and of the roads across the 
ains leading thereto and of the cost of transportation and of the 
of labor and of supplies .and of their own inability to furnish 
horses or equipments for a military service that required 
troops. 
FIRST CALL BY THE UNITED STATES FOR NEVADA VOLUNTEERS. 
In view of the necessities of the situation, and with all the facts 
known to the military authorities of the United States, General W 
commanding the Department of the Pacific, was authorized by 
Department to raise volunteer military companies in Nevada TeiTitA~ 
for the protection of said overland mail and emigrant route~ 
April 2, 1863, he addressed the following requisition for troops to 
Governor of the Territory: 
HEADQUARTERS D.EPARTMBN'l OP' TRB PACIJ'IC, 
Sa• hanoiBco, C.Z., ..d.pril 2, lee& 
His Excellency 0. CLEMENS, • 
GotJtlf'nor of NtVada Territory, CarBOn City, Nev.: 
SIB: I have been authorized by the War Department to raise volunteer COIIDPII~ 
in Nevada Territ9ry for tho purpose of moving east on the erland mail 
d,irection of Great Salt Lake City. If it is possible to raise three or four con1p~r.li~i.il 
the Territory for this eetvice I have to request your excellency may 
h.-ve them organized. I should be glad to get two companies of cavalry 
infantry. The mounted troops to furnish their own horses and equipmeJnte. 
ammunition, eto., will be furnished by the United States. Should your exc,oue: .. OIJ 
oonaider it im1robablo tlmt this volunteer force can be raised, ovcm o.Qo boiUfiUl.f 
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accepted. I will send you a plan of organiEation, and an officer with the necessary 
instructions for mustering them into the service. 
With great respect, I have the honor to be7 your most obedient servant, 
Official copy. 
G. WRIGHT, 
Brigadie~·-General, U.S. Army, Commanding. 
J. C. KELTON, 
Col(lnel, A. A. G. 
While correspondence was being conducted between the Governor of 
Nevada and General Wright as to the method of organizing Nevada's 
troops, the following telegram was dispatched by General H. W. Hal-
leck, general-in-chief of the U. S. Army, to General Wright: 
Brig. Gen. G. WRIGHT, 
San Francisco, Cal.: 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, 
Washington, D. C., April15, 1863. 
The Secretary of War authorizes you to raise additional regiments in California 
and Nevada to re-enforce General Conner and protect overland route. Can not com-
panies be raised Nevada and pushed forward immediately! General Conner may 
be able to raise some companies in Utah or out of emigrant trains. 
H. w. HALLECK, 
Gene~·al-in-Chief. 
Whereupon General Wright addressed the governor of Nevada Ter-
ritory the following communication: 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PAIJIFIC, 
His Excellency ORION CLEMENS, 
San Francisco, Cal., April16, 1863. 
Governor of Ne-vada Territory, Carson City, Nev.: 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your excellency's communi-
cation of the 9th instant. 
The Indian disturbances along the line ~f the overland mail route, east of Carson 
City, threaten the entire suspension of our mail facilities, as well as preventing any 
portion of the vast immigration approaching from the east reaching Nevada. The 
interest and prosperitl of your Territory depend much upon maintaining free and safe 
access to it from all directions. My force immediately available for operation on that 
line is small. A company of cavalry stationed at Fort Churchill, and onder orders to 
move towards Ruby Valley, I was compelled to divert for temporary service to assist 
in quelling an Indian outbreak in the Owen's Lake district. As soon as the services of 
this company can be dispensed with there, it will operate on the mail and emigrant 
line. Some infantry companies will also be thrown forward from this side of the 
mountains as soon as transportation can be prepared and the roads are in order. In 
the mean time it is of such importance to keep the mail and emigrant route east of 
you opeu, that I would earnestly recommend that one or two companies of cavalry be 
promptly organized and prepared for muster into the service of the United States. 
It is impossible for us at this moment to purchase horses and equipments. Each man 
would have to furnish his own. 
I can furnish arms, ammunition, forage, clothing, provisions, etc.; in fact, everything 
except horses. and eq uipments. 
The organization of a. company or troop of cavalry is: one captain, one first lien· 
tenant, one second lieutenant, one first sergeant, one quartermaster-sergeant, one com· 
missary sergeant, five sergeants, eight corporals, two teamsters, two farriers or black-
smiths, one saddler, one wagoner, and seventy-eight privates. 
This is the first appeal that has been made to Nevada Territory, a Territory soon 
to add another star to that glorious galaxy which adorns our beautiful banner, and I 
doubt not this call will be nobly responded to by the loyal and patriotic citizens of 
the Territory. 
With great respect, your excellency's most obedient servant, 
G. WRIGHT, 
Brigadief-Gtmeral U.S. Army, Commanding. 
Official copy. 
J. C. KELTON. 
Colonel1 A. A... G. 
NEVADA'S RESPONSE TO THF; FOREGOING CALL FOR TB()\}PIS~ 
UNITED STATES. 
Immediately upon the receipt of the foregoing requisition 
the governor of Nevada issued the following proclamation: 
PROCLAMATION. 
EXECUTIVB Dli:PA.RTJblfr, -"5 
Carson City, 
Whereas Brigadier-G~neral George Wright, United States Army, co.rnman~I~DJ 
cerof the Department of the Pacific, has, by authority of the War Department 
upon me for two companies of infantry and two companies of cavalry to serYe 
yean~, or during the war: . 
Now, therefore, I, Orion Clemens, governor of the Territory of Nevada and 
mander-in-cbief of the militia thereof, do hereby authorize and call upon tbe 
of t·he Territory, as many as shall be necessary to fill np the preceding reqn 
immediately organize themselves into companies as required hereby. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the great seal 
Territory. 
Done at Carson City, 'ferritory of Nevada, this 24th day of Afrll, in the year of 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three. 
ORION CLEMENS, 
Secretary a11d Acting G01,...1Gr"l 
In answer to these calls and requisitions of General Wright and 
proclamation of the governor of Nevada four companies of 
were completely organized, two of which were sent to Camp...., ......... -
Utah Territory, for military service, and the remaining two were 
to station Fort Churchill, Nev. 
SECOND CALL AND REQUISITION OF THE UNITED .STATES FOR NEV 
V:OLUNTEERS. 
Thereafter General Wright made a further requisition upon the 
ern or of Nevada for two additional companies of cavalry and a re~~lUU~JlfC 
of infantry, as will appear from the following: · 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE PAC,IFIC, 
San F't·ancisco, December ::22, 186:\. 
SIR: TJ1e four companies of cavalry called for from the Territory of Nevada 
completed their organization; two of the companies have reached Camp T1>-··-'-- ~ 
Utah, and the remaining two are at Fort Churchill, Nev. On the reJ,re1sen1ta1;iOt:l8 
Governor Nye that additional troops can be raised in Nevada, I have, under 
authority conferred upon roe by the War Department, called upon the governor 
a regiment of infantry and two more companies of cavalry. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL, u. s. ARMY, 
Washington, D. 0. 
G. WRIG-HT, 
Brig. Gen., U.S. Army, Commamliflg. 
WHAT WAS DONE BY NEVADA UNDER THE SECOND CAI~L AND 
SITION BY THE UNITED STATES FOR NEVADA VOLUNTEERS. 
In response to General Wright's second requisition for troops mad~ 
in the latter part of November, 1863, the governor of Nevada issued 
the following proclamation: 
PROCLAMATION. 
Whereas a. reqnil!lition having been made upon me by Brig. Gen. George Wright, 
U. S. Army, commanding the Department of the Pacific, for one regiment of volunteer 
infantry and two companies of cavalry, for service in the employ of the General Gov• 
llertnent of the United States; 
Now, thorefore, I, James W. Nye, govel.'Dor oi the Torritory of Nevada and com-
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mander-in-chief of the militia thereof, by virtue of the authority in me vested, do 
issue this my proclamation, calling upon the people of this Territory to forthwith pro-
ceed to organize a regiment of infantry, consisting of ten companies, and two companies 
of cavalry, in full compliance of said requisition. 
All applicants for line officers will present themselves before the Army examining 
board for examination, and report to me with certificate of such examination as soon 
as practicable. 




JAMES w. NYE, 
Governor of the Te:rritoty of Nevada. 
Sec,1·etary of the Te:r1·itory. 
Under this last requisition of General Wright and last proclamation of 
the governor of Nevada two additional cavalry companies and the First 
Battalion Nevada Infantry Volunteers, composed of four companies, 
were raised and assigned to duty to such fields of military service in 
Utah and Nevada as were determined upon by General Wright, as will 
appear from the correspondence printed in the appendix, marked ''Ex-
hibit 3, pages 24 to 29. 
It will thus be seen that the people of tbe Territory of Nevada re-
sponded promptly to and complied fully with the appeals ofthe United 
States Government for troops and in accordance with the requisitions 
and calls of the War Department. The action of the people of Nevada 
was reported to Mr. Seward, Secretary of State, by the governor of Ne-
vada on March 25, 1864. He wrote to Mr. Seward the condition of 
affairs in the Territory, which letter was transmitted to the Senate by 
President Lincoln on April 29, 1864 (see Senate Ex. Doc. No. 41, 38th 
Con g., 1st sess. ). In his report Governor N ye said : 
We have raised in the Territory within the last two years one company of infantry, 
now attached to a California regiment, a battalion of cavalry, conl!fisting of six c<~m­
panies, four of which are in the' field; the remaining two will be there also as soon 
as t.hey can be mounted. In addition we are raising a regiment of infantry, now in 
a good state of forwardness, and we can raise a brigade easily if nece~:~sary. 
SOME OF THE DUTIES OF THE TROOPS CALLED TO .AID THE UNITED 
STATES AT THIS TIME. 
The first duty of ~ese troops was to open and guard the overland 
mail and emi,gTant route from the Sierra Nevada :Mountains to Utah. 
The campaign in which this was accomplished was under the command 
of General Conner. The volunteer troops under this gallant officer had 
already conducted a most successful campaign against the Indians of 
eastern Nevada, Utah, and Idaho, in the region where the Mormon in-
fluence was most potential, conquered many Indian tribes, and secured 
lasting peace. 
The Secretary of War, in reporting to Congress the condition of 
things in that region of country, then under the military command of 
General Conner, said as follows, to wit : 
DEP ART1\IENT OF TIIE PACIFIC. 
This department has been most signally exempt from the evils of civil war, and 
consequently has enjoyed unexampled prosperity. Some thefts and 1·obberies ha.ving 
been committed by rovin~ bands of In(lians on the overlan<l stage route in .January 
last, General Conner marched with a small force to Bear River, Idaho, where, on the 
26th, he overtook and completely defeated them in a severe battle, in which he killed 
2'24 of the 300 ·and captured 175 of their horses. His own loss in killed and wounded 
was 63 out 01 200. Many of his men were severely injured by the frOklt. Since this 
severe punishment the Indians in that quarter have ceased to commit depredatiOWI 
on the whites. (Secretary of W a.r's report, first session Thirty-eighth Congress.) 
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ADDITIONAL CAUSES THAT LED TO A. THI<RD CALL AND RE,QUJ[Sl'J 
BY THE UNITED STATES FOR NEVADA VOLUNTEERS. 
Congress having on July 1, 1862, chartered tbe Union Pacific 
road Company, to which, arld also to the Central Pacific Railroad 
pany, aid was given to build one continuous line of railroad from 
sonri River to the Pacific Ocean through this region of country, 
July 2, 1864, still furtber foster these enterprises by additional 
These two companies thereupon placed in the field numerous 
surveyors, civil engineers, and employes to explore said country 
effort to discover the most practicable R-nd economical railroad 
from the Missouri River to the Pacific, and to run trial lines and 
nitely locate the lines of the two subdivisions of said railroad route. 
regard to these roads the Secretary of War, iu l!is aunual report 
1864-'65, page 144, said: 
It ia, in a mi1itary Mnse, of the utmost importance that the Pacific Railroad 
be pressed to the earliest po::~sibl€1 completion. 
The exploration and location for a Pacific railroad through that 
gion of country then mostly uninhabited except by large tribes 
roving bands of hostile Indians, called for additional military protec-
tion and rendered it necessary for the United States to again call upon 
Nevada to raise additional troops. Accordingly General McDowell, 
commanding the Department of the Pacific, made the following call on 
October 13, 1864, upon the Governor of Nevada Territory: 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMkNT OF THE PACIFIC, 
,Vi1·ginia City, October 13, 1864. 
Sm: I have the honor to acquaint yon that I have received authority from the War 
Department to call on you, from time to time, as the circumstances of the service 
may require, for not to exceed in all, at any one time, one regiment of volunteer in· 
fantry and one regiment of volunteer cavalry, to be mustered into service of the 
United States as other volunte(\r regiments, under existing laws and regulations. 
Under this authority I have to request yon will please raise, a.s soon as possible, 
enough companies of infantry to complete, with thoee already in service from Nevada, 
a full regiment of infantry. 
Brigadier-General Wason will confer with yon and give all the information neces-
sary to details for this service. 
I have the hono1· to be, governor, very respectfully, yonr most obedient servant, 
IRWIN McDowELL, 
His Excellency JA.Ml!!S W. NYE, 
Governor of Nevada Tet·1·itory. 
Major-Genaral, Conlmanding Depat·tmen&. 
WHAT WAS DONE BY NEVADA IN RESPONSE TO THIS CALL. 
The governor of Nevada responded to this call by issuing the follow· 
ing proclamation: 
PROCLAMATION'. 
TERRITORY Oll' NEVADA, EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, 
Carson City, October 19, 1864. 
Whereas I ha.ve received a. requisition from Maj. Gen. Irwin McDowell, command-
big Departrnent of the Pacific, the same having been made under authority from 
the War Department, to raise, as soon as possible, enough companies of infantry to 
complete~ with those already in service from Nevada, a full regiment 9finfantry: 
Now, therefore, I, James W. Nye, governor of the Territory of Nevada, and com-
mander-in-chief of the militia thereof, do hereby call upon the citizens of this Terd-
tgry to organize themselves into seven companies, sufficient to fill the battalion ol 
infantry now in service from this Territory, and the requirements of said requisiti.on. 
In witneas whereof I have hereuuto ~et my hand and caused the great seal of tlle 
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Territory of Nevada to be affixed. Done at Carson City this 19th clay of October, 
1864. 
JAMES w. NYE, 
Atteat: 
Gove1·nor and Commancler-in-Chiif of the Te1Titory of Neva®. 
O.RION CLl!:MltNS, 
&creta1·y of the Te1'ritotJ1. 
Afterward the Indians became troublesome between Utah and the 
Missouri River. During the years 1865-'66 the Nevada cavalry were 
actively engaged in Colorado, Wyoming, Kansas, and Nebraska in the 
Indian wars in that region. The writer of this report crossed the con-
tinent in the summer of 1865, and met several small detachments of 
Nevada cavalry in active service against the Indians, and was much 
gratified to learn that they were quite celebrated for their gallantry 
and faithful services in that kind of warfare, which subjects the soldier 
to the severest test of endurance, and requires individual exertion anu 
watchfulness unknown in civilized war. 
METHOD RECOGNIZED BY NEVADA FOR THE ENROLT1MENT OF HER 
TROOPS CALLED INTO THE MILITAR.Y SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES 
AND HER MODE OF DEFRAYING THE EXPENSES OF SUCH ENROLL· 
MENT FOR SUCH SERVICE. 
The citizens of Nevada were never draftetl, nor di<l they ever hire 
substitutes, but were organized into military companies by commanding 
officers, most of whom had undergone an examination for commission 
before military boards instituted for that purpose and satisfactory to 
the general of the United States Army commanding the military De-
partment of the Pacific. 
As a compensation to and a reimbursement intended for all the costs 
by them incurred for raising and organizing said volunteer military 
companies, and in lieu of all other kinds of expenses necessarily incident 
to enrolling and enlisting the members of said companies for the mili-
tary service of the United States, the legislature of Nevada passed an 
act providing for the payment to t.l.1e commanding officers of said com-
panies of $10 per capita for each volunteer soldier by them for said pur-
poses enrolled and enlisted, aggregating the sum of $11,840. This pro-
vision in said statute was improperly called a" bounty;" but this expend-
iture was not in any sense whatsoever a" bounty," but, on the contrary, 
it was an actual disbursement by Nevada to cover all the legitimate 
expenses of every kind incident to enrolling and enlisting Nevada's 
troops to perform military service for the United States. 
The history of this expenditure and of this mode of enrollment of 
troops by the Territory of Nevada, and the economy and reasons 
therefor, are all fully set forth in a memorial to Congress signed by all 
the State officers of Nevada, which is printed in the appendix, marked 
Exhibit No.4, page 29. 
METHOD ADOPTED BY NEVADA TO PAY THE TROOPS CALT .. ED INTO THE 
MILITARY SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES BY THE TERRITORY OF NE-
VADA, AND THE EXTENT TO WHICH THE STATE OF NEVADA PLEDGED 
HER FAITH TO PAY THE OBLIGATIONS CONTRACTED BY THE TERRI· 
TORY OF NEVADA TO AID THE UNITED STATES. 
' This same act of the legislature of Nevada, among other things, pro-
vided that each citizen of Nevada so volunteering and enlisting as o, 
private soldier for the military service of the United States, not beius 
drafted or acting as a substitute for another, should, 
every inonth while honorably serving the United States, be 
the treasury of Nevada the sum of $5 per month, gold coiJL 
provided that, in the case of an enlisted married man, an .alloM[j 
the whole or a portion of the extra monthly pay could be 
fainily dependent upon him for support (see Laws of Nevada 
1864, page 81, or appendix, Exhibit No.5, page 31). 
On March 11, 1865, after Nevada becam~ State, an act similar 
Territorial act, but more liberal i.n its provistons, was passed, W 
place of the Territorial law. The State legislature bavin d.e4~mEl4Ft 
aituatfon so important to maintain the good faith of ft!e Te1~ritorv 
had been pledged to aid the United States, it passed this act 
veto of Governor Blasdel, who alleged in his veto message his fear 
the expense might exceed the constitutional limit, etc. 
This act provided for the assumption and payment by the 
N·evada of all obligations of every kind that had been incurred 
tracted to be paid by the Territory for the enlistments, em~ollmeJiit 
bounties, extra pay, etc., of volunteer soldiers that bad been tht~re:tofl• 
called into the military service of the United States. The 
outstanding and still due by Nevada, though at a smaller rate of 
than that named in the original issue and still drawing in 
issued under the provisions of this latter act (see Statutes, Ne'vad~ 
1864-'65, page 389, or appendix, Exhibit No.6, page 34). 
RESULTS OF THE FOREGOING LEGISLATION BY NEVADA. 
By these legislative enactments of Nevada substantial and eff4~t1lld~ 
aid was given and guaranteed by Nevada, both as a Territory &nd 
to the Government of the United States in guard~ng its overland 
emigrant route and the line of the proposed transcontinental raillromld:'i 
in furnishing troops during the war of the rebellion and for snJ>pr,ess:tur~<~ 
Indian hostilities and maintaining peace in the country inhabited bv 
the Mormons, and for the common defense as contemplated in said cif-
cular letter of Secretary Seward along an exposed, difficult, and hos-
tile Indian frontier, and then but sparsely populated. These enact-
ments were fully known to the authorities of the United States and to 
Oongress; they have ever been acquiesced in and met with the sanc-
tion and practical indorsement of the United States, in whose interest 
and for whose benefit they were made. As a partial compensation to 
these volunteers for this irregular, hazardous, and exposed service in 
the mountains and on the desert plains, and to aid them to a small ex· 
tent to maintain t~unilies dependent upon them for support, first the 
Territory and afterwards the State ot' Nevada offered and paid this 
small stipend, never suspecting that the United States would not 
promptly and willingly respond when asked to re-imburse the same. 
These citizens of Nevada who volunteered and enlisted and did mili· 
tary service for the United States were compelled in many cases to 
abandon their employments, in which their wages were always lucra-
tive and service continuous, so that nothing less than the individual 
patriotism of these, volunteers enabled the Territory and State of Ne-
vada to cheerfully and promptly respond to every call and requisition 
made upon them for troops by the United States. 
The rt-cords of the War Department, in addition to what is already 
quoted and referred to in substantiation of the facts herein stated, aro 
printed ill the appeudU, marked Exhibit No. 31 pages 24 to 29. 
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THE BASIS AND AUTHORITY OF NEVADA'S CLAIM AGAINST THE UNITED 
STATES AND THE PRECEDENTS IN SUPPORT THEREOF. 
These enactments of Nevada both as a Territory and a State and 
various acts done under thew in and execution thereof, when complying 
according to her own methods with the various calls and requisitions of 
the United States for troops, have resulted in the expenditure of a large 
sum of money which constitutes the present claim of Nevada against 
the United States. The authority upon which this claim rests is found 
in the fourth section of the fourth articl~ of the Constitution of the 
United States, which provides that-
The United States shall guaranty to every State in the Umon a republican form of 
government, and shall protect each of them against invasion, and, on application CJf 
the legislature, or of the executive (when the legislature can not be convened), 
against domestic violence. 
And upon the latter part of the tenth section of the first article of 
the Constitution; which is as follows: 
No State shall, without the consent of Congress, lay any duty on tonnage, keep 
troops or spips of war in time of peace, enter into any agreement or compact with 
another State, or with a foreign power, or engage in war, unless actually invaded or 
in such imminent danger as will not admit of delay. 
And also upon the act of July 28, 1795, chapter 36, section 1, page 
424, now section No. 1642, U. S. Revised Statutes, which provides 
that-
Whenever the United States are invaded or are in imminent danger of invasion 
from any forei~n nation or Indian tribe, or of rebellion against the authority of the 
Governm~nt of the United States, it shall be lawful for the President to call forth such 
number of the militia of the State or States most convenient to the place of danger 
or scene of act.ion, ashA may deem necessary to repel such invasion or to suppress snch 
rebellion, and to issue his orders for that purpose to such officer of the militia as he 
may think proper.• 
In reference to the foregoing the courts have held that-
When a particular authority is confided to a public officer, to be exercised by him 
in his discretion, upon an examination of the facts of which he is made the appro· 
priat& judge, his decision upon the facts in the absence of any controlling provision, 
is absolutely conclusive as to the existence of those facts (Allen vs. Blunt, 3 Story, 
U.S. Circuit Court Reports, 745).* 
And again the supreme court of the State of New York {Hon. Chan-
cellor Kent presiding as chief justice) held in the case of Vanderheyden 
vs. Young, 11 Johnson's New York Reports, 157, that-
It is a general and sound principle that ~hen the Jaw vests any person with a 
power to do an act, and constitutes him a judge of the evidence on which that act 
may be done, and at the same time conte•nplates that the act is to be carried into 
etiect through the instrumentality of agents, the person thus clothed with power i.8 
invested with discretion and is qnoad hoc a judge. 
His mandates to his legal agents on his declaring the event to have happened will 
be a protection to those agentM, and it is not their duty or business to investigate the 
facta thus referred to their superior, and to rejudge his determination.* 
The United States Supreme Court in Martin vs. Mott, 12 Wheaton, 
19, unanimously held-
That the authority to decide upon what occasions and npon what emergencies F~­
eral calls should be made and Federal assistance given, "bel011gs exclusively to the 
President, and that his decision is conclusive upon all other persons."* 
And Chief Justice Taney, in Luther vs. Borden, 7 Boward, referred 
approvingly to the opinion of the United States Supreme Court in Mar-
tin vs. Mott, as expressed in these words : 
That whenever a statute gives a discretionary power to any person to be exercised 
by him upon bis own opinion of certain facts, it is a sound rule of construction that 
the statute constitutes him the sole and exclusive judge of the existence ofthoee facts. • 
"NoTE.-The acts of heads of Departments of the Government are in law· the aeta 
of tho President (Wilcox"'· Jackson, 13 Peten., 498). 
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Tbe obligations arieing under these provisions of the Uo:nst1tu'tlj 
and laws aud decisions have been recognized by the Uo,veJrnntlentt 
its foundation, as will fully appear from the authorities cited by 
Dolph in a report made by him from the Senate Committee on 
on February 25, 1885 (Forty-eighth Congress, second session), 
No. 1438. These authorities are printed in the appendix, marked 
hibit No.7, page 37 et sequiter. 
NEVADA'S DILIGENCE IN THESE PREMISES. 
The State of Nevada has not slept upon her rights in any of these 
ises nor been guilt.y of any laches; on the contrary, at all proper 
she has respectfully brought the same to the attention of Congress by 
memorials of her legislature and of her State authorities, and through 
her representatives in Congress. On March .29, 1867, her legislature 
first asked for the payment of the claims of the State by a joint resolu-
tion, which is printed in the appendix, marked Exhibit No.8, page 64. 
And again, on February 1, 1869, the legislature of Nevada passed a me-
morial and joint resolution renA wing her prayer in these premises, which 
is also so printed in the appendix, markeq Exhibit No. 9, page 65. 
The Journals of the United States Senate show that on March 10, 
1868, the writer of this report presented tbe first-mentioned memori~l 
and resolution to the Senate, accompanied with an official statement of 
the amount of the claims of the State referred to therein. These papers 
were referred to the Committee on Claims, but the records fail to show 
that any action was ever taken upon them. On May 29 of the same 
year the writer of this report introduced a joint resolution (S. 138) pro-
viding for the appointment of a board of examiners to examine the claims 
of the State of Nevada against the United States, and on June 18 of the 
same year the Committee on Claims, to whom this joint resolution was 
referred, was discharged from its further consideration. The official 
statement of the moneys expended by the State of Nevada on account 
of the United States, and presented to the Senate on March 10, 1868, 
can not now be found on the files of the Senate. 
On February 11,1885, and January 26,1887, the legislature of Nevada, 
renewing its prayer for a re-imbursement of the money by her expended 
for the use and benefit of the United States, further memorialized Con-
gress, as.King for the settlement of her claims, which are printed in the 
appendix and marked Exhibits Nos. 10 and 11, pages 65 and 66. 
PROCEEDINGS IN CONGRESS TO REDEEM THE OBLIGATIONS OF THE 
UNITED STATES DUE TO NEVADA IN THIS CASE. 
The circumstances under which theRe expenditures were made by the 
Territory and State of Nevada being exceptional. and their re-imburse-
ment not being provided for by any existing law, general or special, 
Senator Fair, of Nevada, on December 13, 1881, introduced a joint 
resolution in the Senate providing for the equitable adjustment of these 
claims of Nevada now under consideration, which was referred to thfJ 
Committee on Military .A:fl'airs. .A copy of said resolution will be found. 
in the appendix, marked Exhibit 12, page 67. 
This committee, instead of reporting back this joint resolution, rt5· 
ported back a substitute in the form of a bill providing for the payment 
of the claims of several States and Territories, including the State of 
Nevada, and which bill finally resulted in the act of Jnne 27, 1882 
This bill was reported on May 12, 1882, by Hon. L. F. Grover, and 
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Nevada believed then and believes now that it was then the intention 
of Congress to equitably and explicitly provide for the re-imbursement 
to her of the amount of money which she bad actually and in good 
faith expended in these premises. This bill was accompanied by a 
report in which the following statement is made in relation to the 
claims of the State of Nevada: 
NltVADA. 
It appears by the report of the Adjutant-General U.S. Army, of February 25, 1882, 
that one regiment of cavalry and one battalion of infantry were raised in the late 
Territory of Nevada during the late war of the rebellion, and th~ the expenses of 
raising, organizing, and placing in the field said forces were never paid by said Ter-
ritory, but were assumed and paid by the State of Nevada, and that none of said ex-
pen~res so incurred by said Territory, and assumed and paid by said State, have ever 
been re-imbursed the State of Nevada by the United States, and that no claims there-
for have ever been heretofore presented by either said Territory or eaid Stat.e for au-
dit and payment by the United States. Under section ~489 of the Revised Statutes, 
hereinbefore referred to, the payment of thesP claims is barred by limitation. 
These forces were raised to guard the overland mail route and emigrant road to 
California, east of Carson City, and to do other military service in Nevada, and were 
called out by tbe governor of the late Territory of Nevada upon reqniRitions therefor 
by the commanding general of the Department of the Pacific, and under authority 
of the War Department, as appears by copies of official correspondence furnished to 
your committee by the Secretary of War and the general commanding the Division ot 
the Pacific. • • • 
PRESENTATION BY NEVADA TO THE UNITED STATES OF HER CLAIM. 
This bill reported from this committee having become a law in an 
amended form on June 27, 1882, thereupon the. governor and controller 
of thf.t.State of Nevada transmitted to the Secretary of the Treasury and 
Secretary of War a detailed account of the moneys actually expended 
and actual indebtedness assumed and paid by the State of Nevada on 
accm:mt of the volunteer military forcet; enrolled by the Territory and 
State of Nevada, as shown by the books of the State controller. 
This statement of the claim of' Nevada against the United States was 
prepared with great care by the proper officers of the State of Nevada, 
being first submitted by them to the legislature thereof in printed form 
at the expense of the State, and thereafter transmitted, as above stated, 
with proper original vouchers and evidence of every kind then in her 
possession, to the authorities of the Government of the United States 
and as pt'ovided for in said act of June 27, 1882. This statement is 
printed in the appendix, marked Exhibit No. 13, page 67. 
DELAY OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE EXAMINATION OF NEVADA'S 
CLAIM AND THE CAUSES THEREOF. 
This claim, with said vouchers and evidence, was :first presented to the 
Secretary of the Treasury in 1883! where, being properly stamped, it was 
duly transmitted to the Secretary of V\T ar for examination and action 
thereon. It remained of record in the War Department unacted on up 
to and after August 4, 1886, because, as was stated to Congress by Hon. 
Rober~ T. Lincoln, Secretary of "V\7 ar, be required the aid of a board of 
at least three army officers to assist his Department in such examina-
tion, and be requested Congress to make an appropriation of $25,000 
to defray the expenses of the examination of the different State and 
Territorial claims presented under the act of June 27, 1882. Congress 
delayed action upon these requests of the Secretary of War until August 
4, 1886, on which date act~ were passed providing for said board of 
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army officers, as asked for, and also appropriated $10,000 to defray 
expenses of said examinations (see vol. 24, Stats. at Large, pages 
and 249.) 
SECRETARY LINCOLN'S CONSTRUCTION OF THIS ACT 01!"' JUNE 27, 
FOR THE RELIEF OF NEVADA, ETC. 
Prior to any action by the War Department on this claim of the State 
of Nevada, and prior to any action by Congress on the request of the 
Secretary of War for a boord of Army officers to examine ~aid claim, a 
bill was introduced in Congress by Senator Jones, of Nevada, and 
ferred to the Secretary of War for report, providing for the payment 
of certain individual claims of citizens of Nevada on account of Indian 
hostilities in Nevada in 1860, upon which the Secretary of War reported 
as follows: 
WAR DRPAltTMENT, 
Wa~hington City, Januar!l 26, 188-1. 
Sm: In response to so much of your communication of the 22d ultimo as requests in-
formation concerning Senate bill 657, "to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to 
adjust a.nd settle tho expenses of [ndian wars in Nevada," I have the honor to invite 
your attention to the following report of the Third Auditor of the Treasury, to whom 
your request waa duly referred : 
"The State of Nevada. has filed in the office abstracts and vouchers forexpeneesin-
ourred on acconat of raising volunteers for the United States to aid in suppressing the 
late rebellion amounting to $349,697.49, and for expenses on account of her militia in 
the 'White Pine Indian war' of 1875, $17,650.98. Also, expenses of her militia in the 
'Elko Indian war' of 1878, amounting to $4,654.64, presented under act of Congress 
approved June Z7, 1882 (22 Statutes, 111, 112). . 
'' Theae abstracts and vouchers will be sent to your Department for examination 
.and report as soon as they can be stamped, as that statute requires a report from the 
Secretary of War as to the necessity and reasonableness of the expenses incurred. 
This statute is deemed sufficiently broad enough to embrace all proper claims of said 
State and Territory of Nevada." 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. S. B. MAXEY, 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secretary of War. 
Of Committee on Military .il.ffairB, United States Senate. 
In accordance with this letter the Committee on Military Affairs re-
ported back the bill referred to (S. 657), and asked that it be indefinitely 
postponed, and because of the explanation made by said committee, as 
follows, to wit : 
It will bo observed that it is deemed by the War Department that the act approved 
June 27, 1882, is sufficiently broad to embrace all proper claims of Nevada, whether 
as State or Territory. 
For convenience of reference the above act accompanies this report, and an exam-
ination thereof, and of the construction thereon, satisfies the committee that no addi-
tional legislation is necessary. 
The State of Kansas presented her claim to Secretary Lincoln under 
this act, which claim was by him examined, audited, and allowed for 
almost exactly the sum that Kansas bad actually expended for the use 
and benefit of the United States, and all of which allowance bas since 
been paid to Kam~as by the United States, and aggregating the sum 
of $332,308.13 (23 U. S. Stats., 474). 
AFTER OVER FOUR YEARS DELAY, SUBSEQUENT TO THE PASSAGE OF 
THE ACT OF JUNE 27, 1i:l82, THE UNITED STATES TAKES UP NEVADA'S 
CLAIM FOR EXAMINATION, WHEN THE VERY FIRST QUESTION RAISED 
IS ONE OF JURISDICTION, AND WHICH IS DECIDED AGAINST NEVADA. 
After the passage of said act of August 4, 1886, the War Department 
detailed a board of three Army officers under Speci~l Orders No. 2321 
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dated October 6, 1886, to proceed to examine the claims arising under 
the act of June 27, 1882, and in the manner contemplated and as pro-
vided for in said acts. The claim of the State of Nevada was the first 
claim submitted to and examined by said board. This board being in 
doubt whe~her, under the terms of said act of June 27, 1882, they could 
~How a re-Imbursement to Nevada of the amount by her expended for 
mterest and extra pay to her troops while in the military serYice of the 
U.nited .s~ates, :referred these two questions to the Secretary of War for 
his demswn. On February 8, 1887, after argument was submitted to 
him in support of these two elements of Nevada's claim against the 
United States, the Secretary of War decided "that after a careful con-
sideration of the subject'' he was "of opinion that neither the extra pay 
nor the interest can, under the prov:isions of the act, _be allowed," mean-
ing the act of Jnne27, 1882, and refused t.he same (see appendix, Exhibit 
No. 14, page 83). 
TWO SEPARA'1.'E REPORTS (A MAJORITY AND MINORITY) MADE BY THE 
ARMY BOARD OF WAR CLAIMS EXAMINERS, THE MINORI'rY REPORT 
ALLOWING ONLY ABOUT 2t PER CENT. OF THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY EX. 
PENDED BY NEVADA, AND WHICH MINORITY REPORT IS APPROVED 
DY THE SECRETARY o~~ WAR. 
It will be borne in mind that on January 26, 1884, Secretary Lincoln 
was of opinion that the act of June 27, 1ti82, was sufficiently broad to 
embrace all proper claims of the State of Nevada, and the Committee 
on Military Affairs, in consequence thereof, reported to the Senate 
that that committee was satisfied that no additional legislation was 
necessary in regard thereto, while Secretary Endicott, on February 8, 
1887, decided that the claims for expentliture for interest and extra 
pay to said troops while in the service of the United States could not 
be allowed by him under said act, and further, by approving the 
award made by the minority examiner, and, as will hereinafter he 
more particularly referred to, also disallowed the amount expended by 
Nevada and by her paid as her costs for the enrollment of those very 
troops so called into the service of the United States. 
The day following the decision of the Secretary of War, to wit, 
February 9, 1887, and contrary to a practice usual in similar cases, said 
board of .Army officers, instead of submitting· one report to the Secre-
tary of War, submitted two separate and independent reports, one 
signed by the majority of said board and the other in the nature of a 
minority report. These two reports are submitted herewith~ and printed 
in the Appendix, marked Exhibits Nos.15, 16, and 17, pages 89 to 90. 
The total of this particular claim of the State of Nevada so presented 
to said board amounted to $349,697.49. The amount thereof that was 
allowed in said minority report was only $8,559.61. This minority 
report was approved by the Secretary of War, thereby disallowing or 
suspending all of Nev·ada's claim except the paltry sum of about 2~ per 
cent. of the money actually expended by Nevada for troops called into 
the service of the United States and at the urgent solicitation of the 
Government of the United States in its hour of need, while this same 
board allowed nearly $1,000,000 of the claim of Texas, to wit, $927,242.30, 
being about 50 per cent. of the claim of that State of $1,867,359.13, as 
presented for re·im bursement for the expenses of her Indian wars, which 
~ccurred since the rebellion, and prosecuted chiefly, if not solely, for 
the protection of the inhabitants of the State of Texas. It is worthy 
of remark that no minority report was submitted in the case of Texas. 
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It will be observed by a perusal of the reports of the board of 
claims examiners that the great mass of this claim of the 
Nevada for re-imbursement for moneys, expended under very ex1traorc:u';: 
nary circumstances, was rejected by the board of examiners on ei 
purely technical grounds or for an alleged want of jurisdiction tom 
an award under what has since been admitted and found to be the most 
restrictive act that was ever drawn since 1789 intended as an "act of 
relief." 
Only $8,559.61 was finally awarded to Nevada by the Secretary of War. 
The want of specific information on the part of the officer making the 
minority report whi-ch reduced the amount of the claim to the sum named 
may be shown in part by the mistakes made in reference to the statutes 
of Nevada, which are in several public libraries here, and could have 
been easily examined. For example, he seems to have inferred that the 
act of the Nevada legislature of March 4, 1865, was the first act of the 
Territory providing for the organization of its militia, whereas, as we 
have already shown, there was an elaborate act for that purpose passed 
by the Territorial legislature as early as November 28, 1861, and ap-
parently on the assumption that there was no law creating the office of 
adjutant-general prior to 1865, and upon the fact that no evidence was 
furnished that Nevada previous to April 2, 1863, had soldiers, that 
therefore the salary of that officer ought not to commence prior to the 
time when the volunteers were actually called for service into the Army. 
But it will be observed that he was mistaken as to the time the law was 
passed creating the office of adjutant-general. The second section of 
the act of November 28, 1861, provides that-
The adjutant-general shall be appointed by the commander-in-chief, and shall hold 
his office for the term of two years. He shall he ex officio chief of staff, quartermaster-
general, commissary-general, inspector-general, and chief of ordnance. He shall re-
ceive a salary of $1,000 annually, to be paid out of moneys appropriated for that pur-
pose. He shall reside at the seat of government, and shall keep his office open for the 
transaction of business every day (Sundays excepted) from 10 o'clock a. m. to 3 
o'clock p.m. 
The minority examiner is again mistaken if he assumed that the sec-
:r:etary of state of Nevada became ex officio adjutant-general on March 
3, 1866. It is true that an act devolving the duties of adjutant-general 
upon the secretary of state was passed on that date, but the second 
section of said act provides that-
This act shall take effect and be in force from and after the first day of January, 
1867 (Stats. Nev., 1866, p. 206). 
Thus it appears that the secretary of state did not in fact or in law 
become ex o:tfiC'io adjutant-general until January 1, 1867. The original 
section of the militia law of 1861 in regard to the office of adjutant-gen-
eral was afterward amended, changing the length of time that officer 
was to bold office and increasing his salary to $2,000 per annum, but 
the abolishment of the office did not take effect until January, 1867. 
PROBABLY CONFOUNDING THE ACT OF JUNE Z'l, 1882, WITH THE ACT OF 
JULY Z7, 1861. 
The minority examiner in terminating the salary of adjutant-general 
on August 20, 1866, undoubiRdly had in mind the act of July 27, 1861, 
and not the act of JUJ.:Le 27, 1882, under which last act &.lone Raid board 
was authorized to make an examination and award; otherwise he would 
not have limited the salary to August 20, 1866, the end of the war of the 
rebellion, as heretofore officially declared, but would have certainly al· 
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lowed Nevada a re-imbursement for the money actually pai<l by her ae 
salary to that officer until his services terminated, and the Indian wars 
on. the plains were actually suppressed and the office of adjutant-gen-
eral abolished, which was done on December 31, 1866, since which time 
either the secretary of state or lieutenant-governor has acted as ex officio 
adjutant-general. 
.A.ttentioa is called to these discrepancies simply to show that the 
minority examiner apparently fell into error, unintentionally, of course, 
in his examination of the statutes of Nevada, or failed to consider all 
the circumstances under which this claim .of the State arose. The ma-
jority of the board who made the same award and allowance · as the 
minority, with the exception of $1,233.50 for salary of adjutant-general 
prior to the time when the troops were mustered in the service, made a 
Tery thorough examination of all the vouchers showing each item of ex-
penditure made by the State, and this examination may be assumed as 
correct and as establishing the fact that the State expended all the 
moneys for which this claim is made, leaving the question as to the 
liability of the Government to re-imburse the State to t.he discretion 
of Congress. There is but one item stated in the account by the board 
ef examiners which appears to have been charged by mistake. It was 
undoubtedly paid by the State, but if the board are correct, it was 
such a palpable mistake of the State officers that the State ought to 
lose it. It was a double charge for rent, amounting to $38.33. This 
amount, together with the $8,559-f)l allowed by the minority of the 
board of examiners, and already paid to the State, making a total of 
t8,597.94, should be deducted from the claim now presented by the 
State. The State, however, should have the benefit of t.he fact that 
no other error in the accounts was discovered. All the other di-sal-
lowed claims were r~jected, not because the ~tate did not pay the 
money, but because the board of examiners thought they were not 
authorized to allow the same undtjr the act of June 27, 1882. We 
print in the appendix:, Exhibit No. 17, page 92, the table accompany-
ing report of the majority of the board of war claims examiners show-
ing the amounts allowed and disallowed, together with the reasons 
therefor. 
The question is now presented in this case whether it is the dnty of 
the Government to re-imburse the Sta~ for moneys honestly expended, 
at the request of the United States, under circumstances which rendered 
lt impossible for the Territory and State of Nevada to comply with such 
request without making the expenditures in question. It must be con-
ceded that if the State or Territory made larger expenditures than would 
have been required to secure like services in any other section of the 
country, the services secured by these expenditures at the time, place, 
and under the circumstanoos were a necessity and could not have been 
furnished by the State on more favorable terms, and it seems that the 
State and Territory did not make any expenditure that appeared at the 
time unnecessary. 
WHAT NEVADA THOUGHT WAS INTENDED BY CONGRESS TO BE AN ACT 
FOR HER RELIEF AND BENEFIT IS NOW FOUND TO BE AN ACT "SO 
WELL AND CAREFULLY AND CLOSELY GUARDED" BY RESTRICTIONS 
THAT WHEN CONSTRUED BY THOSE CALLED UPON TO EXECUTE IT, 
IS FOUND TO BE INOPERATIVE AS A RELIEF MEASURE, AND A PRAC-
TICAL DENIAL OF JUSTICE. 
We fully concur with tile officer who made the minority report, that 
"the restrictions imposed in the second section of the act of June 27, 
D. Rep. 8-33 
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1882, have been complied with as far as was possible," whatever 
tion there may be as to his complying with the provi~ions of the 
itself. The argument that the Government might have bought sup-
plies cheaper under its contract system than were fnruished in Nevada 
is one which your committee are unwilling to urge under the circum· 
stances. The Government wae not situated so as to obtain troops or 
supplies by contract or otherwise, but was compelled to call upon the 
Territory to furnish both troops and supplies. All prices of all supplies, 
and also of all services, at that time in Nevada were on a gold basis, and 
coin was the only circulating medium. The roads o~er the mountains 
were blocked by snow and no considerable amount of supplies could be 
transported over them. The supplies in the Tenitory bad beeu carrtecF~ 
there during the previous summer for the use of the inhabitants, and 
the troops bad to be furnishe(l from the limited stock of individuals 
found in the Territory, and at a moment's notice. The Government could 
not wait to advertise. The overland mail route was closed and immedi· 
ate aetion was required. The cheapest, most effective, and in fact the 
only immediate relief that could h~ bad was furnished by the militia 
and volunteer troops of Nevada, who, leaving their workshops and em-
ployments of every character, and the high wages for their services, 
were organized and marched immediately in the direction of Salt Lake 
City to open tht} mail and emigrant route. They subsequently joined 
General Conner's forces from California, subdued the Indians, fortified 
Camp Douglas, overlooking Salt Lake City, and were in the field, sub-
ject to call, to go wherever ordered or needed. 
PAYMENT BY THE UNITED STATES OF ABOUT 2t PER CENT. OF THIS 
CLAIM ON ACCOUNT IS NOT A VALID BASIS FOR THE UNITED STATES 
TO REPUDIATE THE BALANCE THEREOF, OR TO REJ<'USE TO PAY THE 
SAME, AND SHOULD NOT, IN GOOD CONSCIENCE, BE EVER PLEADED 
BY AN HONEST DEBTOR, FOR WHOSE RELIEF AND AT WHOSE URGENT 
SOLICITATION SUCH DEBT WAS INCURRED. 
The fact that a small fraction only of this claim has been allowed and 
paid on account, to wit1 about 2i per cent., and the great bulk thereof 
rejected for want of jurisdiction ouly, is no valid objection to an author-
ization by Congress for the payment of what is honestly due the State 
of Nevada, and f{)r this there are numerous precedents, some of which 
are cited in the appendix in Exhibit No. 18, pages 96 to 98. 
"INTEREST" PAID IN THIS CASE BY NEVADA IS IN REALITY, IN JUS-
TICE, IN REASON, AND IN LAW A PROPER I' ART OF THE DEBT DUE 
NEVADA BY THE UNITED STATES, THE PAYMENT 01<, WHICH, TO-
GETHER WITH THAT OF THE PRINCIPAL IS NECESSARY TO A COl!-
PLETE INDEIDfiTY. 
The embarrassments under which Nevada paid the principal of the 
money involved in this claim is shown by the enormous rates of inter· 
est which the Territory and State were compelled to pay in order to 
raise money to folly comply with these calls and requisitions made for 
troops and as hereinbefore recited. The rates of interest which were 
actually paid by Nevada are shown by the official statement of her con-
troller and as furnished to the Secretary of the Treasury and the See 
reta.ry of War, as before stated, as follows; 
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ABSTRACT G.-Showing th~ amount actually paid by the StattJ of Nevada and a• IUO-
ces•or to the Tcrritory of Nevada on account of interest money on disbursements and lia-
bilities for Nevada volunteers in the scrvice of the United States, and tmployed in the de· 
fense of the United States during the war of the rebellion. 
Amount. 
First -Interest paid on $46,950.12 from February 10,1865, to March 3,1866, at 2 per cent. 
per month ..••••.....•...•.....••...•..•..••....••••......••••..•.......••..•••.••....••. $11,925.33 
[See acta legislature of Nevada for 1864-'65, page 82, act January 4, 1865.J 
&cond-Intereat paid on $46,950.12 from March 3,1866, to May 30,1867, at 15 per cent. per 
annum ..... .......... ........................ ...... .......... ....... .................... 8;744.'8 
[See acts legislature of Nevada for 1866, page 4.7, act January 19, 1866.] 
.Third-Interest paid on $119,800.12 from May 30, 1867, to March 28, 1872, at 15 per cent. per 
annum.............................................. .................................... 86,755.25 
[See acta legislature of Nevada for 1867, pages 50 and 65, act February 6, 1867.] 
l'ourth-Interest paid on $119,800.12 from March 28, 1872, to January 1, 1883, at 9~ per eent. 
per annum ............................................................................... 122, 4.72. 33 
[800 acts legislature of Nevada for 1871, page 84, act February 27, 1871.) ----
229,897.37 
Your committee, however, deem it unwise to establish a precedent 
under a.ny circumstances, however extraordinary, and they admit that 
the recitals in support of this claim render it one extraorrlinary in 
character, of refunding interest to the full extent as paid by the Terri· 
tory and State of Nevada, and as shown by the foregoing statement. 
The legal rate of interest of the Territory and State of Nevada wa.s, at 
all the times herein stated, 10 per cent. per annum where no different 
rate was fixed by contract. 
Your committee therefore do not feel warranted in recommending 
re-imbursing the State of Nevada for a higher rate of interest than the 
legal rate fixed by her own statutes during the period of time in which 
these disbursements were made, and including the period up to the 
date of the re-imbursement of the principal by the United States, and 
for that reason they have incorporat~d in this bill, herewith reported, 
a provision that the aggregate of interest accruing to Nevada between 
the date of the expenditure by her of the principal and of the date of 
the re-imbursement of such principal by the United States shall nut 
exceed the actual amount of interest paid by the State and Territory, 
nor the amount of interest which would accrue to her on said principal 
if interest thereon were calcu a ted during said period at the legal rate 
as established by the statutes of the Territory and State of Nevada. In 
support of the proposition that interest and principal are simply but 
two elements of one and the same unit and constituting a complete in-
demnity, your committee cite Senate Report 1069, made by Senator 
Spooner during the first session of the Forty-ninth Congress from the 
Committee on Claims (see appendix, Exhibit No. 19, pages 98 to 109.) 
PRECEDENTS FOR THE PAYMENT TO STATES OF INTEREST ON THE PRIN-
CIPAL BY THEM EXPENDED FOR THE USE AND BENEFIT OF THE 
UNITED STATES UNDER SIMILAR CIRCUMSTANCES. 
The United States has in all cases, where the question has been properly 
presented, re-imbursed States for interest paid by such States on moneys 
by them borrowed and expended for the purpose of either enrolling, sub-
sisting, clothing, supplying, arming, equipping, paying, furnishing, or 
transporting volunteer and militia forces called into the service of the 
United States. If it be suggested that the bill under consideration 
providing for the payment of both principal and interest is against pre-
eedent, we answer that, in the opinion of your committee, it is the better 
practice to deal with a case in its entirety ins single act, and your ,com. 
mittee state that there are abundant precedents for this practice, some 
of which your committee cite in the appendix, Exhibit 20 on page 109. 
We call particular attention to the precedents collected in the appen· 
dix, authorizing the payment of claims of States for interest on moneys 
by them expended for the use and benefit of the United States (see a~ 
penclix. Exhibits Nos. 18, 19, 20, and 21, pages 96 to 149). 
In addition to the authorities cited in the appendix in support of 
Nevada's claim for interest, your committee also refer to the case before 
the Second Comptroller of the Treasury in 1869, in which that officer 
made the following decision: 
Interest can in no case be allowed by the accounting officer upon claims against the 
Government either in favor of a State or au individual. But in cases where the claim-
aut has been compelled to pay interest for the benefit of the Government, it then be-
comes a part of the principal of his claim, and as such is allowable. Such is the case 
of a State which has been obliged to raise money upon interest for the suppression of 
hostilities against which the United States should protect her. In such cases the 
amount of interest actually and necessarily paid will be allowed, without reference 
to the rate of it (section 997, Dec. 2, Comp. Ed. 1869, p. 137). 
This ruhng is in harmony with a Jong line of precedents established 
-by Congress, beginning In 1812, and printed in the appendix hereto 
attached and marked Exhibit Nos. 18 to 21, inclusive, pages 96 to 145. 
In addition to the foregoing, your committee cite in support of Ne-
vada's claim for interest the following, to wit:. 
1. Forty-eighth Congress, first session, House Report No. 1670, 
from Uommittee on Judiciary (see appendix, Exhibit 21, 
page 112). 
2. Forty-eighth Congress, second session, Bouse ReportNo.1102, 
from Committee on War Claims (published In Exhibit No. 
14, page 86). 
& Forty-ninth Congress, first session, Senate Report No. 183, 
from tp.e Committee on Mllitary Affairs (see appendix, Ex· 
hibit 21, page 135).. 
4. Forty.ninth Congress, first session,_ Senate Report No.2, from 
the Committee on Claims (published in Exhibit No. 14, 
page 85). 
5. Forty-nmth Congress, first sesS'ion, House Report No. 303, 
from Committee on Claims (see appendix, Exlribit 21, page 
119). 
6. Forty-ninth Congress, first session, House Report No. 3126, 
from Committee on Claims (see appendix, Exhibit 21, page 
120). 
7. Fiftieth Congress, first session, Senate Report No. 518, from 
the Committee on Military Aft"airs (see appendix, Exhibit 
21, page 138). 
8. Fiftieth Congress, first session, Honse Report No. 309, from 
the Committee on War Claims (see appendix, Exhibit 21, 
page 137). 
9. Fiftieth Congress, first session, House Report No. 1179, from 
the Committee on Claims (see appendix, Exhibit 21, page 
145). 
10. Fiftieth Congress, first session, House Report No. 2198, from 
the Committee on War Claims (see appendix, Exhibit 2~ 
page 144). 
The precedents cited or referred to in the append;.x herewith abun-
dantly establish the fact that the United States has paid the claims of 
StateB incurred under circumstances such as those In which Nevada ex· 
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pended her money for the benefit of the United States, and that in all 
cases pro11erly presented to Congress, where the States were compelled 
to borrow money and pay interest thereon and expended the same tor 
the use and benefit of the United States, that either at the time of pro· 
viding payment for the principal or subsequently the United States has 
invariably assumed and paid such interest. 
As before stated, the claim of the State of Nevada, provided for in 
this bill, has been thoroughly examined by a board of Army officers 
appointed for that purpose. The evidence upon which this claim was 
founded was submitted to said board, and the evidences of payment 
found by them to be correct; but said board of war-claims examiners, 
while finding these facts, did not, under the very restrictive and pro-
hibitory provisions and conditions of the acts of J nne 27, 1882, and 
Angust4, 1886, recommend an award to Nevadaoftheamountofmoney 
which they found that Nevada had actually expended for the use and 
benefit of the United States and in the manner as set forth in the claim 
as presented by Nevada for the examination of and allowance by the 
Treasury and War Departments; and under the terms of these acts, 
as construed and declared by the Secretary of War, the proper ac-
counting officers of the Treasury could not allow Nevada any sum, 
either as principal or interest, not allowed by the War Department as 
assisted by said Army board of war-claims examiners. 
COST OF TRANSPORTATION OF ARMY SUPPLIES FROM FORT LEAVEN· 
WORTH WESTWARD IN 1864-'66. 
It is evident that the supplies and services furnished could not at the 
times and places have been obtained on more reasonable terms. And 
in support of this statement your committee refer to the r8port of the 
Secretary of War made during that period, and in reference to a region 
of country much more favorably situated than was even Nevada at 
that time, to wit: 
The troops operating on the great western plains and in the mountain regiona ol 
New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Idaho are supplied principally by the trains of the 
Quartermaster's Department from depots established on the great routes of overland 
travel to which depota supplies are conveyed by contract. * * * . Tra~elers by the ~tage from Denver to Fort Leavenworth, a distance of 683 miles, 
in the month of July, 1865, were never out of sight of wagons trains belonging either ' 
to emigrants or to the merchants who transport supplies for the War Department, 
for the Indian Department, and for the minerij and settlers of the central Territories. 
The co~t of trausport&tion of a pound of corn, hay, clothing, subsistence, lumber, 
or any other necessary from Fort Leavenworth-
To Fort Riley is.----------------------·- ••••••.••••. -----· •••••• -·--·- •••• $0.0244 
To Fort Union, the depot for New Mexico_-·---- •••••• -------------···.... .1425 
To Santa F6, N.Mex ••••.•.•.•••• ---·_ ..••••••.••••••••••. ------.......... • 168& 
To ~·ort Kearny ..••••••.••••.•.•.•••••.••••••.•. ------ ____ ---··-------.... • 064oi 
To Fort Laramie .. ---· ••••••••••••••••..•••• -----------·------------...... .1410 
To :Denver City, Colo .•.••••••.•••••.••••. ----·--------·--··------------·-·· .1542 To Salt Lake City, Utah ..••• ___ ••.••••• ____ • _ .•.•. _ ... __ . _______ .. •• . . • •• • • 2784 
The cost of a bushel of corn purchased at Fort Leavenworth and delivered at each 
of these points was as follows: 
Fort Riley ••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• _ •.••••••• _ .•••••••••• ___ . • . . • • • • • • • • $2. 79 
Fort Union •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••.•.••..••.•.•.. ---··· ..•••• 9.44 
Santa. 1<'6 •••••... _ •... _ •• __ • __ •• _ • _ •••••••••••••• _. _ ••.• ___ ..• ___ • _. _ • • • • • • 10. 84 
~~~ t:::!1~ :::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ~:: 
ilenver City ..................................................... -·-- __ ••••• 19.05 
Great Salt Lake City .••••••• _....................... .. ...................... 17.00 
(Secretary of War's report, 1865-'66, part 1, parres 23 and 112; also see Geaeral 
Halleck to Adjutant-General, and General McDowell to Adj otant-Gelleral U. S. Aimy, 
, .' ·-·-c--- qf Secretary of War, October 18, 1866, pagee 31 and 32.) 
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This table is cited to show the costs of maintaining troops in that 
1.1100tion of the country, and also to show the comparative costs of fur. 
nishing troops and supplies in Nevada and the points immediately east 
thereof during the periods of time involved herein. 
The details concerning the peculiar and difficult and expensive serv-
ice on the plains and mountains by the troops doing military service, 
similar in all resp.ects to those performed by these Nevada volunteers, 
are fully set forth in the report of the Secretary of War respecting the 
protection of the overland mail and emigrant route to the Pacific from 
the molestations and depredations by hostile Indiana, and set forth in 
Ex. Docs. Nos. 9 to 24, second session Thirty-ninth Congress, 1866-'67. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 
Nevada has not demanded a bounty, nor presented a claim against 
the United States for re-imbursement of any expenditure she did not in 
good faith actually make for the use and b~nefit of the United States, 
and made, too, only subsequent to the date of the aforesaid appeal of 
Secretary Seward to the nation, and made, too, in consequence of said 
appeal and of the subsequent calls and requisitions made upon her then 
scanty resources and sparse population, and wherein the good faith of 
the Dnited States was to be relied upon to make to her ungrudgingly a 
just re-imbursement whenever the United States found itself in a condi· 
tion to redeem all its obligations. 
Nevada has been diligent in making her claim known to Congress, but 
she bas not with an indecorous speed demanded her pound of flesh, but 
has waited long and patiently, believing upon the principle that the 
higher obligations between Stat€s, like those among men, are not always 
"set down in writing, signed and sealed in the form of a bond, but re~ide 
rather in honor," and that the obligation of the United States due her 
in this case was as sacred as if it had originally been in the form of a 4 
per cent. United States bond, now being redeemed by the United States 
at $1.27 upon each $1 of this particular form of its unpaid obligations. 
Nevada has not solicited any charity in this case, but, on the con-
trary, by numerous petitions and memorials she has respectfully repre· 
sented to Congress why the taxes heretofore levied upon her people and 
paid out of her own treasury to her volunteer troops in gold and silver 
coin to aid the United States at its own solicitation to protect itself 
and maintain the general welfare should be now returned to her by the 
General Government. 
Congress should not forget that during the long period of the na-
tion's peril the citizens of Nevada, like those of California (when not 
engaged in the military or naval service of the United States) not only 
guarded the principal gold and silver mines of the country then dis-
covered, and prevented them from falling into the hands of the public 
enemy, but also worked them so profitably for the general welfare as 
to enable the United States to make it possible to resume specie pay-
ment, and to redeem its bonds at 27 per cent. above par, and to repay 
all its money-lenders at a high rate of interest, and that, too, not in the 
depreciated currency with which it paid Nevada's volunteer troops, but 
in gold coin of standard value. 
As these expenditures were honestly made by the Territory and 
State of Nevada., your committee do not think that, under all the pecu-
liar and exceptional circumstances of this case, the action of the Ter· 
ritory and State of Nevada should be hewn too nicely or too hypercrit-
ically by the United States at this late date. These expenditures were 
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all made in perfect good faith and for patriotic purposes, and secured 
effectual aid to the United States which otherwise could not have been 
obtained without a much larger expenditure. The State of Nevada in 
good faith assumed and paid all the obligations of the Territory of Ne-
vada to aid the Unite<) States, and issued and sold its own bonds for 
their payment, upon which bonds it has paid interest until the present 
time. The only question now for consideration is, shall the United States 
in equal good faith and under all the circumstances herein recited re-
lieve the State of Nevada from this obligation, or shall the United States 
insist and requir~. it to be paid by the people of that State alone t 
O.A.LIFORNI.A.. 
The total amount paid by California, as shown by-said report of said 
war claims examiners, is $4,420,891.96. Of this amount $1,500,545.86 
was interest, and $468,976.54 was expended on account of militia. Dti-
ducting these amounts and we have the expenditure of California, ex-
cluding interest and expenses of militia, $2,451,369.56. 
OREGON. 
The total amount paid by Oregon, as shown by said report of said war 
claims examiners, is $356,271.61. Of this amount $110,626.35 was in-
terest, and $21,118.73 was expended on account of militia. Deducting 
these amounts and we have the expenditure of Oregon, excluding inter-
est and expenses of militia, of $224,526.53. 
NEVADA.. 
The total amount paid by Nevada as principal and interest, as shown 
by said report of said war claims examiners, is $404,040.70. 
With these amendments your committee therefore recommend the 
passage of this bill, which, so amended, is as follows, to-wit: 
.A. BILL to re·lmburse the State11 of California, Ore~ron, and Nevada for money11 by them expended iD 
the suppression of the rebellion. 
Be it enacted by the &nate and Ho!Lse of Representati~es of the United States of A"!terica 
in Congress assembled, That there 1~ hereby appropr!ated, out o~ any mone;v- m the 
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sums heremafter mentiOned to re-Imburse 
and to be paid to the States of California, Oregon, ancl Neifi~a for m_oneys by them 
expended in aid of the United States in the war of the rebelhon, to w1t: 
To the State of California, the sum of two million four hundred and fifty-one thou-
san<l three hundred and sixty-nine dollars and fifty-six cents. 
To the State of Oregon, the sum of two hundred and twenty-four thousand five 
hundred and twenty-six dollars and fifty-three cents. 
To the State of Nevada, the sum of four hundred and four thousand forty dollars 
and seventy cents, being the snms of ~oney shown bY; the reports of ~he Secretary of 
War to have been paid by said States m the suppress1014 of the rebellion. 
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